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ABSTRACT

This study unravels the connector patterns and mental activities that the Chinese
learners of English as a Second Language (ESL) and native-English speakers
display/perform upon the adoption of adversative, causal and temporal connectors
while writing English argumentations, descriptions and narrations. It focuses on
the ways in which the Chinese ESL learners’ thinking and connector production
recursively interact in meaning-building processes.
To elicit information of the writers’ mental processes, three English writing tasks
with concurrent verbal reports were used as main elicitation tools. Chinese
university students from Low, Mid and High proficiency levels and
native-American-English users (Native) were asked to speak out their thoughts
while writing English argumentations, descriptions and narrations. Data were also
elicited from the retrospective verbal reports and following-up interviews which
were conducted right after each writing and concurrent verbal report.
Comparison of connector patterns in English texts produced by the Chinese and
native-English writers suggests that the Chinese Mid and Low groups use
significantly more connectors than the Native group while connector frequencies
between the Chinese High and the Native group reveal no significant difference. It
has been argued that the High-level students, being more linguistically skilled, can
use connectors as well as other cohesive devices to form textual connections as
their native-English-speaking counterparts. However, the Mid and Low-level
writers, lacking abilities of manipulating other cohesive devices, tend to rely
mainly on connectors.
Moreover, comparison between the three Chinese groups indicates that the Mid
uses significantly more connectors in English texts than the High and Low groups.
The Mid group, on the one hand, is not linguistically mature enough to use
various cohesive devices as skillfully as the High group, but, on the other hand,
has more knowledge on the connector usage than the Low.
When connectors were analyzed by category, it is found that the Chinese students
use fewer adversative connectors in argumentations and narrations than the
native-English writers. This pattern is found to have arisen from the Chinese
students’ rigid textual development. ESL learners, due to their poor second
language (L2) proficiency, cannot develop sophisticated argumentative and
narrative structures. Instead of resorting to counter-arguments and reverse-order
narration, they tend to simply list ideas. This could result in lower occurrences of
adversative connectors in their argumentations and narrations.
The data that are extracted from concurrent verbal reports reveal that the Chinese
students use their first language (L1) for five mental activities: (1) initiation, (2)
revision,
(3)
comment-making,
(4)
decision-making,
and
(5)
monologue-conducting while using L2 for only two: initiation and revision.
Examinations on the cognitive demand of the mental activities show that ESL
learners rely more on their L1 to perform the cognitively more demanding
ii

activities such as comment-making, decision-making and monologue-conducting.
Furthermore, the verbal data show that the L2 proficiency levels affect ESL
writers’ mental activities in two ways. First, proficient ESL learners report larger
linguistic units than the less proficient ones. Second, proficient ESL learners
report higher proportions of cognitively more demanding activities than the less
proficient ones. These two patterns are argued to result from the different working
memory capacities of the proficient and less proficient ESL writers as well as the
different ways of processing information in their working memory.
Finally, a model of L2 writing process is developed to delineate how L2
proficiency, working memory and cognitive process interact and contribute to L2
writing process.
Theoretically, this L2 model refines the L1 model and enriches the current
understanding of the L2 writing process in three ways. First, mental activities are
classified according to how much cognitive workload they demand. Such
categorization is necessary because it explains ESL learners’ language choice
while doing verbal reports and also explains the difficulties the learners encounter
in L2 writing. Second, the L2 model separates the composing process as pre- and
post-stage, which allows us to see how frequencies and types of mental activities
differ in the two phases. Third, by including language choice, the L2 model
addresses a wider interpretation of the mental activities in writing process.
Pedagogically, the comprehensive and explanatory accounts of the connector
patterns and mental activities address the problems that ESL learners have when
using connectors in L2 writing. This will definitely facilitate the teaching of L2
writing.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the background and addresses the difficulties Chinese
learners of English as a second language (ESL) have when using connectors in
English writing. It then briefly reviews the literature and highlights the gap in
previous research. The purposes of the study are then summarized. Finally, the
structure of the thesis is outlined.

1.1 Previous Research on Connectors in Second-Language (L2) and
First-Language (L1) English Texts
The ability of writing cohesive English texts is gaining academic importance for
Chinese learners of English, especially when they compete for further overseas
education and employment in the globalized world (Liu & Braine, 2005).
However, Chinese English learners usually find it hard to produce a cohesive text.
The most persistent difficulties normally occur at the discourse level, such as the
inadequate use of connectors (Zhang, 2000). Connectors are important cohesive
devices in written discourse to guide readers through texts. Among all semantic
categories of English connectors, adversative (e.g. however), causal (e.g. therefore)
and temporal (e.g. firstly) types are found to be the most difficult and complex
ones for Chinese learners to manipulate. The first two categories—adversative and
causal connectors—are difficult to implement because contrast and causal
relations are complex and subtle concepts. Chinese learners also have problem
manipulating temporal connectors, because Chinese and English have different
temporal processing systems, and it could be hard for Chinese learners to express
1

events through time in English (Ho & Waugh, 2008).

Over the past two decades, researchers studied patterns of connectors in English
texts produced by ESL learners (Altenberg & Tapper, 1998; Bolton, Nelson &
Hung, 2002; Field & Lee Mee Oi, 1992; Narita, Sato, & Sugiura, 2004; Shea,
2009). They primarily conducted quantitative investigations to compare connector
frequencies in L2 and L1 English writing samples. Their findings show that ESL
learners exhibit the use of English connectors in a way that distinguishes them
from native-English norms: for a given number of words/sentences/T-units and a
given genre, frequencies of connectors in ESL writers’ English texts are higher
than those in native-English writers’ texts (Bolton, Nelson & Hung, 2002;
Burneikaitė, 2009; Hinkel, 2001; Kang, 2005; Lee, 2003; Narita, Sato & Sugiura,
2004; Tankó, 2004).

1.2 Research Gaps
Along this line of research, quantitative outcomes are helpful in presenting
connector patterns in ESL writers’ English texts (Altenberg & Tapper, 1998; Field
& Yip, 1992; Milton & Tsang, 1993). However, the connector patterns identified
in L2 English texts of the previous studies do not help us very much in our
understanding of the mental activities learners may undergo when they generate
connectors. Nor does it make clear how ESL writers with diverse L2 proficiency
levels differ in their connector usage patterns. In other words, the identified
connector patterns in the previous studies do not provide us with a comprehensive
picture of the developmental path of connector use. Therefore, an investigation of
2

ESL learners with diverse L2 proficiency levels is needed. It is also important to
conduct studies on the mental activities of ESL writers, because such studies will
throw new light on our understanding of what is exactly going on in the minds of
the learners when they choose connectors and this understanding is significant
both pedagogically and theoretically. Although many researchers have
investigated mental activities in writing processes as a whole through verbal
reports, they have not studied mental activities that ESL writers perform when
producing connectors.

1.3 The Purposes of the Present Study
To fill the aforementioned research gaps, the current study is designed to: (1)
capture the usage patterns of connectors at different L2 proficiency levels; (2)
reveal the mental activities that are going on in the minds of Chinese English
learners in the process of manipulating adversative, causal and temporal
connectors when composing English texts of different types: argumentations,
descriptions and narrations; and (3) develop a model for L2 writing process. To
enhance validity and reliability, both quantitative and qualitative data were
collected. Chinese university students of Low, Mid and High L2 proficiency levels
and native-English users participated in the study. Argumentative, descriptive and
narrative writing tasks with concurrent verbal reports were used as elicitation
tools for collecting writing texts and mental activity data. Retrospective verbal
reports and following-up interviews were also used to corroborate data that were
obtained from the writing tasks and concurrent verbal reports. The reason of using
verbal reports is that learners’ verbal reports can provide us with insights on a
3

variety of issues that writing production data alone cannot address, such as
language learners’ inner processing and thinking process (Bowles, 2010b; Ellis &
Barkhuizen, 2005).

1.4 Research Questions
The current study addresses the following questions.

(1) With regard to the use of adversative, causal and temporal
connectors in writing English argumentations, descriptions and
narrations:
What are the differences/similarities between the different
proficiency groups of the Chinese ESL learners?
What are the differences/similarities between the Chinese ESL
learners and the English native speakers?
What are the reasons for the differences/similarities?

(2) With regard to mental activities during the process of connector
manipulation:
What are the differences/similarities between the different
proficiency groups of the Chinese ESL learners?
What are the differences/similarities between the Chinese ESL
learners and the English native speakers?
What are the reasons for the differences/similarities?
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(3) With regard to the writing process:
What insights do the connector usage patterns and mental
activities identified in this study throw on our understanding of the
L2 writing processes?

These are the questions that the present study is designed to answer. Answers to
these questions will deepen our understanding of the connector patterns and the
mental activities that the English language learners with diverse L2 proficiency
perform in the process of connector production. To seek answers to the above
questions, the current study adopts Flower and Hayes’ model of cognitive
composing processes as the theoretical framework. Flower and Hayes’s 1981
model of cognitive writing process has been widely accepted by L1 and second
language acquisition (SLA) researchers to investigate ESL students’ writing
activities (Bosher, 1998; Hyland, 2003; Sasaki, 2000; Zamel, 1982). In the year of
2004, Hayes renewed the 1981 model by enhancing the role of working memory
and motivation. Both the old and the renewed models show that writing process is
an inner-directed activity. Writers normally retrieve knowledge of topics and
audiences from their long-term memory (LTM) to fit the demands of the task
environment in the process of writing. The writing process, in turn, will influence
the way in which the texts develop and writers’ LTM operates. All the activities in
the writing process occur in a flexible and recursive order: any given event can be
embedded within any other; the activities at a higher hierarchical level contain
those at a lower one (Flower & Hayes, 1981; Hayes, 2004).

By elucidating and verifying Chinese learners’ mental activities when producing
5

connectors in the L2 English composing process, the current study will add to the
burgeoning research on the cognitive writing process two meaningful insights.
First, on the theoretical level, the qualitative analysis of Chinese English learners’
mental state will enrich and refine the theory of L1 cognitive writing processes
to better explain L2 writing processes. Second, on the practical level, the learners’
meta-talk will shed light on the question of why Chinese learners of English
encounter difficulties in utilizing connectors in written production. Furthermore,
the comprehensive and explanatory accounts of the inner mental events that are
elicited from Chinese English learners’ perspective will have practical
implications to teaching and learning L2 writing.

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 is an introductory chapter. It
reviews the background and introduces the purposes of the current study.

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical and empirical background of the study. It first
provides a description of the writing theories. Next, the approach of verbal reports
which is adopted to collect primary data is discussed. Also, it reviews the features
of English connectors in relation to the aim of the present study and the literature
on the subject of connectors in L2 and L1 English texts.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology that is adopted in the current study,
including the participants’ profiles and the research design in details.

6

The results are reported in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 will discuss the results in relation to the research questions and propose
a new model of L2 writing processes. The theoretical and practical implications of
the new model for L2 writing process are also discussed.

Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of the study and posits suggestions for future
research.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
There has been a great deal of interest in connectors that are used in L2 English
texts. Since L2 writing research is one branch of SLA research, this chapter begins
with a brief explanation of SLA before reviewing society constructionist writing
theory, and Flower and Hayes’ (1981) influential model of cognitive writing
process. Then this chapter will discuss the application of verbal reports—the main
methodological tool of the current study, followed by a discussion of the usage of
English connectors and their specific features. After that, literature relevant to
connectors in L1 and L2 English texts will be illustrated in detail. Finally, some
inadequacies of the previous studies will be highlighted in relation to the foci of
the present study.

2.2 Review of the Theoretical Framework
Studies on SLA, emerging by the end of the 1960s, draw upon theories that are
developed in various disciplines such as linguistics, cognition and psychology
(Elllis & Barkhuizen, 2005; Mansouri, 2007). The main goal of SLA studies is to
interpret learners’ competence and process of acquiring the knowledge of another
language over time after their L1 has been acquired (Ellis, 2008; Elllis &
Barkhuizen, 2005; Ortega, 2009; Saville-Troike, 2012). The additional language
that is learned by individuals is normally called the L2. Naturally, the learning of
an L2 will not come into being until late childhood or adulthood (Ortega, 2009;
8

Saville-Troike, 2012).

In studies of SLA, different scholars have adopted different approaches and
investigated the acquisition of different language aspects. One area of study is L2
writing (Elllis & Barkhuizen, 2005). The current trend of studies on L2 writing
includes a range of aspects: (1) ‘the process of writing’, (2) ‘the product of
writing’, (3) ‘the context of writing’, and (4) ‘the teaching of writing’ (Archibald
& Jeffery, 2000: 1-2). The study of ‘the process of writing’ has attracted attention
because of its focus on writing process rather than on written production (Baruca,
2010). A good understanding of the writing process is believed to be very
important in terms of curriculum design and classroom teaching.

In the past few decades, different theories on writing process have been
developed.

2.2.1 Theories of Writing
In research on writing, there are two major schools—outer-directed and
inner-directed camps. The current section will illustrate both in details.

2.2.1.1 Outer-directed School: Society Constructionism
An outer-directed school of writing evolved in the 1980s. The outer-directed
theorists believe that language use is a social behavior and writing, language
learning and language use can never stand free of social context. These scholars
are interested in the social contexts which determine writing as a means for social
9

communication (Bizzell, 1992). Writing is considered as an ‘outer-directed’
(Bizzell, 2011: 370), and social-related activity (Bernstein, 1972; Fishman &
Salmon, 1972; Gumperz & Chavez, 1972; Health, 1983; MacKay, 1974; Mehan,
1974; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), in which writers with similar social and
cultural backgrounds in a homogeneous group tend to have a uniform language
learning and writing practice (Lanǵer & Flihan, 2000).

Writing is a way to communicate. Traditionally, texts are regarded as writers’
individual work. However, the outer-directed theorists believe that writing cannot
exist out of the discourse community (Bizzell, 1982) and one text does not exist as
a separate object from other texts. Rather, the texts are related through linguistic
systems such as grammar and lexis. The grammar and lexis that are applied in a
text must be familiar to the readers and meet readers’ expectations in a discourse
community. A text can be accepted in a discourse community only if it reflects the
characteristics and reveals the beliefs that agree with the standards of the
discourse community (Porter, 1986). Thus, a text cannot be evaluated as a single
work, but a work which meets a set of standards in a discourse community.
Acceptability of a text adheres not only to conventions, but also to the
community’s values (Porter, 1986).

Writers are not isolated individuals but part of a community. They are co-members
of the discourse community who share language-using practices, beliefs, goals
and interests and speak and think like one another (Harris, 1989). Their writing is
not wholly personal but shaped by the social consensus and the discourse
community they are in. It is the consensus of the community that determines what
10

they can do with the language and what points they can make to achieve their
purposes and intentions (Harris, 1989). The stylistic and rhetoric nature of their
writing should bear similarities (Bizzell, 1982). Therefore, the social context is
more essential than the writers themselves. Writers’ work reflects the collective
discourse and social values of a discourse community rather than personal beliefs.
Given the importance of the social context, the outer-directed theorists focus on
the social contexts in which the texts have been written rather than on texts as
single works of individual writers (Harris, 1989; Porter, 1986).

Discourse is a means to maintain a community’s identity and knowledge (Bizzell,
1992). A community is held together by its language users who share common
social behaviors. They communicate through language use which is regulated by
the consensus of the discourse community (Bizzell, 1992; Harris, 1989; Porter,
1986). Each community has a set of specific beliefs, rules and conventions to
govern the writings that the community members are obliged to follow (Harris,
1989; Porter, 1986). The beliefs and rules set linguistic boundaries to distinguish
one community from another. There are two types of conventions that direct
members of a community. The first is concerned with stylistic regulations. It
determines the linguistic norms that bind the members together. These norms
determine how people communicate with members of their own community and
people from others. The second type is concerned with a set of general rules
which direct the language users’ world views such as how they explain and
understand experience (Bizzell, 1992).

In a discourse community, writers accept and implement common norms of
communicative appropriateness and fully engage in and recognize each other’s
11

verbal repertoires (Fishman & Salmon, 1972). They are required to have and share
a body of knowledge and rules that are concerned with language use (Bizzell,
1992). These rules restrict discourse by limiting and regulating what and how
something is to be said (Porter, 1986). Writers, on one hand, are restricted by the
language-using rules and practices of a discourse community as they must apply
them when writing. On the other hand, writers are free as they can arrange rules
and practices in new ways according to their intentions and goals of writing. They
may recreate rules to fit the current textual purposes and satisfy the textual
requirements. Successful writers are able to know what rules could be rearranged,
how they can be rearranged, and how texts can be composed effectively to meet
the satisfaction of the practices that a discourse community imposes on them
(Porter, 1986).

Consequently, the immediate goal of teaching writing to the community members
is to produce fully-developed socialized and competent writers, who are able to
implement the practices within a community. The long-term goal of teaching
writing could be to produce writers who are able to authorize and regulate these
practices (Porter, 1986).

While teaching students writing in a language of a different discourse community,
teachers should instruct not only linguistic structures but also the conventions of
that discourse community. Curriculum of writing should be illustration of
conventions which meet the principles of a discourse community. In other words,
teaching conventions of a discourse community is not to teach individual
members’ styles, preferences and beliefs, but the shared language use and beliefs
of that particular community. This should be a major task of writing instruction
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(Bizzell, 1982).

When teaching students conventions of a different discourse community, common
conventions can be used as bridges. Students who come from a community may
not be familiar with conventions of a different one and thus could encounter
difficulties in transiting from the conventions of one community to those of
another. To ease the transition, common conventions can serve as a link to
facilitate students to get familiar with the practices of a new discourse community
(Bizzell, 1982).

When learning a new language, students may not be able to use it in a proper way.
It does not mean that the students are not able to think or use the language, but
that they are not able to use the language in the ways that the discourse
community requires. In this case, the students are supposed to cross the boundary
of two discourse communities and have the need to learn a new set of rules. The
purpose of teaching writing is not only to teach students writing skills, but also to
inform them of different ways of thinking and interacting with the world (Harris,
1989). However, teachers often teach conventions as formal and universal
structures. Outer-directed theorists believe that this teaching style fails because
teachers neglect the fact that they are in a discourse community (Bizzell, 1982).
Since all language-using practices are constrained by social consensus, teachers
could teach writing as it is socially situated (Bizzell, 1986).
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2.2.1.2 Inner-directed School: Cognitive Writing Process
There was a growing interest in writing process in the 1950s and the 1960s.
Researchers during this period primarily explored the process of composition
from the pedagogical perspective. Observations of students’ activities during text
production show that before setting pens on paper, writers are normally involved
in a pre-writing stage (Rohman, 1965), in which they search their LTM for
relevant information. When the retrieval of information is completed, writers
move to four in-writing stages: drafting, revising, peer response, and more
revising (Drake, 1950). In these processes, all the activities in concern are guided
by goals and sub-goals set by writers (Mills, 1953).

In the 1970s and the 1980s, as the focus was shifted from pedagogical approach
towards empirical investigation of the theoretical principles of writing process, the
inner-directed theoretical school was formed. The school, working on language
and cognition (Anderson & Bower, 1979; Bonnie, 1975; Britton, Burgess, Martin,
McLeod & Rosen, 1975; Nold, 1981; Rumelhart, 1975; Schank, 1975; Schank &
Ableson, 1977; Tulving, 1972), emphasizes the essential role of writers as
individuals in the ‘inner-directed’ writing process (Bizzell, 2011: 368), in which
the activity of writing, the writers and the texts are interrelated (Emig, 1971;
Flower & Hayes, 1981). The inner-directed theorists assert that language learning
and using lean on the individuals’ inner world rather than on the outer influence
(Bizzell, 2011).
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The interest in cognitive writing process is motivated by the seminal work The
Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders of Emig (1971), who is the first
researcher to empirically explore the nature of composing process from the
cognitive aspect. Emig’s work is fundamentally different from those done by her
predecessors, such as Drake (1950), Mills (1953) and Rohman (1965), in that
Emig takes an empirical rather than a pedagogical route to study the process of
composing. Also, she brought verbal reports to the research of writing as a new
approach (Schultz, 2006). It guides exploration of cognitive writing process of her
successors such as Flower and Hayes (Nystrand, 2003).

Flower, co-working with Hayes, studies thinking processes in writing and
formulates a systematic cognitive model of the writing process, which is based on
their work with protocol analysis. In their influential work A Cognitive Process
Theory of Writing (1981), Flower and Hayes highlight three distinctive elements
which recursively interact in writing process: (1) the task environment (e.g.
rhetoric problems and growing texts), (2) the writer’s LTM and (3) the writing
processes themselves (1981: 370). Writers normally retrieve knowledge of topics
and audiences from their LTM to fit the demands of the task environment in the
process of writing. The writing process, in turn, will influence the way in which
the texts develop and writers’ LTM operates (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Flower and Hayes’s 1981 model of cognitive writing process
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(Flower & Hayes, 1981: 370)

In this model, the third element—the writing processes—is the core part, in which
three sub-processes are all at play in a recursive manner: planning, translating and
reviewing. While planning, writers generate ideas by retrieving relevant
information from LTM and then organize them in a meaningful manner. Next,
writers will translate these ideas into words and at times review the growing texts
on paper to monitor their own progress. All of these activities are guided by
writers’ goals. They establish and even recreate new main and supporting
sub-goals in accordance with the demands of the developing texts; in turn, the
newly generated goals will affect idea generation, organization, translation and
reviewing. All these activities in cognitive writing process occur in a flexible and
recursive order: any given event can be embedded within any other; the activities
at a higher hierarchical level contain those at a lower one (Flower & Hayes,
1981).

Approximately two decades later, Hayes (2004) amended the 1981 model in light
of the newly published empirical findings. The new framework (Figure 2.2)
interprets a wider range of activities that are involved in the composing process
and puts more emphases on the status of working memory and motivation
(Butcher & Kintsch, 2001) than the 1981 model. Hayes also replaces the
terminologies

of

planning,

translating

and

reviewing

with

up-to-date

ones—reflection, text production and text interpretation. In spite of these
amendments in the new framework, the principles of the cognitive writing process
stay the same.
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There are four major differences between the old and new model. First, the new
model focuses more on working memory in writing. Hayes draws on Baddeley’s
(1986) model of working memory to describe how it works. In Baddeley’s model,
working memory is a limited resource for storing information and for carrying out
cognitive processes. In the composing process, writers first retrieve relevant
information from their LTM and store it temporarily in the working memory.
When the capacity limit of the working memory is reached, writers verbally
produce the stored information.

Second, the new model introduces visual-spatial representations. Hayes suggests
that texts in daily life often include graphs, tables, or pictures. Therefore, it is
essential to understand visual and spatial features, if people would understand the
message of the text.

Third, the new model put emphasis on motivation. Hayes asserts that although
motivation is essential, few scholars have studied the role motivation plays in the
process of writing. Hayes believes that motivation is important in short-term
responses to immediate goals and in long-term responses to task engagement. For
example, motivation influences writers’ strategy selection, when writers are
choosing what strategies they would use to reach their immediate goals in writing.
As for the task engagement lasting for a period of time, teachers’ rating on
students’ writings could influence their motivation, as teachers’ rating correlates
with the students’ achievement scores.

Finally, the cognitive process section in the 1981 model has gone through
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reorganization. Revision has been replaced by text interpretation; planning has
been subsumed under the more general category—reflection; translation has been
subsumed under a more general text production process. Among the three
processes, reflection has gone through major amendments. Planning is the only
reflective process in the 1981 model. In the renewed model, Hayes asserts that
reflection should replace planning and subsume the three processes of problem
solving, decision making and inference. Problem solving is an activity of going
through a sequence of steps to reach a goal. It may involve forming a sentence by
organizing a sequence of words and phrases, forming a graph to make an
argument and creating a plan or a goal for the immediate text.

Similar to problem solving, decision making is also an important component of
reflection. In writing, writers may need to make a judgment of alternatives to
determine which would be appropriate for the current purpose. To choose among
alternatives, writers must make a decision on a variety of criteria.

Inference is a process that allows writers to derive information from the available
resources, that is, to gain new information from the old. Writers often make
inferences about the knowledge and interests of their audiences so that they could
create a text which may meet the audiences’ needs.
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Figure 2.2 Hayes’ new model of cognitive writing process
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Text Production

(Hayes, 2004: 1403)

Flower and Hayes’ models of cognitive composing processes have been widely
accepted by L1 and SLA researchers (Bosher, 1998; Hyland, 2003; Sasaki, 2000;
Zamel, 1982). They had the highest frequency of citation and degree of generality
in the research field of the writing process (Roca De Larios, Murphy & Marin,
2002). Studies of writing instructions within this body of SLA research are
primarily based on Flower and Hayes’ theoretical groundwork to explore the
language learners’ writing activities (Leki, Cumming & Silva, 2008).

For example, based on Flower and Hayes’ 1981 model, Wang and Wen (2002)
studied how ESL/EFL writers used their L1 when composing in their L2. Sixteen
Chinese EFL learners were asked to compose aloud on two writing tasks:
narrations and argumentations. Analyses of their verbal report protocols revealed
that these student writers had both their L1 and L2 at their disposal when
composing in their L2. They were more likely to rely on L1 when they were
generating and organizing ideas, but more likely to rely on L2 when producing
texts. Wang and Wen (2002) assert that this suggests the amount of L1 use
depends on the extent to which the composing activity is related to the textual
output: the more the composing process is related to textual output, the less L1 is
used. Moreover, the verbal report protocols reflect that L1 use decreases with the
increase of the writer’s L2 proficiency development.

Koutsoftas and Gray (2013) used Flower and Hayes’ (1981) writing process
model as the theoretical framework to investigate children’s ability of planning,
translating and revising written narrative stories. The participants were asked to
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do a writing task over three days: on day one, they generated ideas for the story;
on day two, they produced the first draft; on day three, they revised their draft to
produce the final text. Koutsoftas and Gray find that planning has a direct effect
on translating, but no direct effect on revising. As for translating and revising,
there is a strong relation between them. This finding suggests that the students’
first and final drafts could not be that different.

The present study adopts the inner-directed, specifically Flower and Hayes’ model,
rather than the outer-directed model to serve the current purposes. First, the inner
activities that the Chinese ESL writers report can, from the learners’ perspectives,
help us identify the difficulties they have and the possible causes for the problems.
Therefore, the current study can offer suggestions to help the Chinese ESL
learners to deal with the obstacles they have and improve their English writing.

Second, outer-directed theory may not be able to offer explanation on connector
patterns in ESL learners’ English compositions. Castro (2004) studied essays
written by Filipino college freshmen from low-, mid- and high proficiency levels.
Across the three levels, no significant diversity in the connector frequency was
detected. In interpreting the results, Castro argues that the participants are in a
homogenous socio-cultural discourse community and thus their utilization of
connectors could be formed into uniformity by that discourse community.
However, other researchers find that connector patterns differ across L2
proficiency levels (Grant & Ginther, 2000; Kiany & Nejad, 2001; Yang & Sun,
2012). The inconsistency between findings may indicate that social influence
alone could not explain connector patterns in ESL learners’ compositions; there
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could be other reasons behind the phenomenon. Therefore, in the current study,
the inner-directed theory is adopted, in a hope to seek explanations for the
connector patterns.

2.2.2 Verbal Reports
Verbal reports are used as the main tools for data elicitation in the present study.
Verbal reports allow researchers to extract real-time data from writing process
(Ransdell & Barbier, 2002) so that they can learn more about the process of L2
writing. The next section will highlight the historical development, types and
limitations of verbal reports.

2.2.2.1 The Historical Development of Verbal Reports
There is a variety of terms referring to verbal reports such as introspection, verbal
reports and verbal protocol (Dörnyei, 2007). In the current study, the term verbal
reports is adopted from Ericsson and Simon’s (1984, 1993) seminal work Protocol
Analysis: Verbal Reports as Data.

Verbal reporting is one of the few available methods to probe into the cognitive
processes of human beings (McKay, 2005) by bringing their inner thoughts into
verbalized forms (Branch, 2000). It subsumes several different approaches, such
as introspection and retrospection (Dörnyei, 2007), all aiming at gathering
protocols by asking respondents to verbalize what is/was going through their
minds when solving a problem or performing a task (Brown & Rodgers, 2002;
Mackey & Gass, 2005).
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Verbal reporting was accepted as a method to study cognitive processes at the end
of the nineteenth century when psychological research began to grow (Bowles,
2010b; Ericsson, 2002; Ericsson & Simon, 1987). In the early twentieth century,
verbal reporting was essential in psychological studies (Brown & Rodgers, 2002;
Mackey & Gass, 2005). It was a useful elicitation tool to collect information of
unobservable human mental processes, thoughts, feelings, and motives.

However, verbal reporting soon fell into disfavor because it was regarded as
unreliable by behaviorists (Vinther, 2005), who concentrated on interpretation of
human behavior through observation instead of through studying inner mental
operations (Gass & Mackey, 2000). In the 1960s, when cognitive psychology
replaced the dominance of behaviorism, verbal reports, especially think-aloud
techniques, re-entered empirical design (Dörnyei, 2007). Three decades later,
verbal reports gained their way into linguistic research as a result of Ericsson and
Simon’s (1984, 1993) seminal work Protocol Analysis: Verbal Reports as Data.
Now, verbal reports, having been established as a method of value, are used
extensively to uncover cognitive and psycholinguistic activities involved in L2
learning (Dörnyei, 2007; Vinther, 2005). The research fields range from reading
strategies (Akyel & Erçetin, 2009; Çakir, 2008; Lau, 2006; Parera, 2006; Rao, Gu,
Zhang & Hu, 2007; Seng & Hashim, 2006; Yang, 2006), mental translation in
reading (Yau, 2010), L2 word-meaning inference in reading (Hamada, 2009),
readers’ misconception (Kendeou & van den Broek, 2005), text comprehension
(Gillam, Fargo & Robertson, 2009), writing (Beauvais, Olive & Passerault, 2011;
Chon, 2008; He, 2005; Kools, Ruiter, van de Wiel & Kok, 2004; Latif, 2009;
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Mateos, Martín, Villalón & Luna, 2008; Murphy & Roca de Larios, 2010; Sachs
& Polio, 2007; Wong, 2005), listening (Graham & Santos, 2011), interlanguage
pragmatic competence (Félix-Brasderfer, 2004, 2008; Lee, 2010; Liu, 2006;
Taguchi, 2008), language assessment (Barkaoui, 2011) to task awareness
(Schellings & Broekkamp, 2011).

It is believed that verbal reports, if appropriately utilized, can capture the
information that is stored in the working memory (Ericsson & Simon, 1984, 1993)
and represent what occurs cognitively during the process of completing a given
activity (Young, 2005). In other words, it is possible to observe inner events of
human beings (Gass & Mackey, 2000) as verbal reports can capture thoughts that
are temporally stored in working memory (Dörnyei, 2007) and represent them
without alteration. Unlike LTM that stores a large amount of information in a
stable and long-term manner, the information being kept in working memory is
active and retrievable only for a short period of time (Ericsson & Simon, 1987). It
is this heeded information in working memory that verbal reports are supposed to
tap (Branch, 2000).

2.2.2.2 Types of Verbal Reports
Ericsson and Simon’s (1984, 1993) classic model of verbalization does not treat
all introspection alike; rather, they distinguish them in accordance with the
temporal points and level of details of thoughts that human beings are able to
report. One type is called concurrent verbal reports, also referred to as talk-aloud
and think-aloud (Branch, 2000), in which respondents verbalize thoughts going
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through their consciousness as they are completing a task. Another type is called
retrospective verbal reports, in which respondents report their thoughts after they
have completed a task (Ericsson & Simon, 1993; McKay, 2005; Sasaki, 2008;
Young, 2005).

Concurrent verbal reports are more preferable than the retrospective type. It is
believed that the temporal interval between the thoughts and the verbal report is a
factor affecting accuracy and validity of the reports (Vinther, 2005). Concurrent
verbal reports are more complete and veridical than retrospective ones, in that
participants when attending to a task are not likely to suffer from memory decay
(Ericsson & Simon, 1984, 1993). Some researchers argue that in retrospective
verbal reports, memory failure could be handled by adopting visual or aural
stimulus, such as watching the task performance on video, listening to the task
performance on a recorder, or reviewing the work that the respondents have
produced, to help respondents recall information going through their minds when
they were doing the tasks (Dörnyei, 2007; Gass & Mackey, 2000). In spite of the
stimulus, however, an individual’s capacity to recall their own thinking process at
an earlier point is limited (Young, 2005). Concurrent verbal reports eliminate the
possibility of memory failure, which may occur when one reports sometime after
the completion of a task (Ericsson, 2002).

The concurrent verbal reports can further be divided into three different levels in
terms of the extent that the information is elicited: (1) Level 1: verbal reports that
elicit linguistically encoded information, (2) Level 2: verbal reports that elicit
non-linguistically encoded information, and (3) Level 3: verbal reports that elicit
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not only encoded information but also interpretation, description and explanation.

Level 1 and 2 are also referred to as non-metacognitive verbalization whereas
Level 3 is called metacognitive verbalization. In Level 1 verbalization, or
talk-aloud, the participants verbalize the information that is already in the
linguistic form in their working memory. As the information is already encoded, it
can be directly reported. In Level 2 verbalization, or think-aloud, the information
kept in working memory is not in linguistically verbalized code and hence the
participants need to re-encode the non-linguistic information into linguistically
verbalized type. In Level 3 verbalization, in addition to reporting the thoughts, the
participants also explain, reason, theorize, or interpret their own behavior or
response during an activity (Bowles, 2010a).

According to Ericsson and Simon (1984, 1993), reported information does not
change in the non-metacognitive verbal reports such as Level 1 and 2
verbalization. Although the verbal reports may slow down the task processes, the
information being extracted in Level 1 and 2 verbalizations are accurate
reflections of the participants’ cognitive processes. However, Level 3 is
metacognitive verbalizations. They do not show one’s cognitive processes in the
working memory, but explanations, reasoning and justifications for these
cognitive activities. Thus, Ericsson and Simon (1987) warn researchers not to use
Level 3 verbal protocols and assert that interpretations of cognitive processes
should be left aside. However, interpretations and explanations of cognitive
activities are not meaningless. They provide information on how one takes control
over cognitive activities in the process of task taking, and accordingly, this
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information could help researchers to find out reasons to explain why the task
takers perform and behave in a certain way. In the current study, Level 3
verbalization is taken into consideration to study ESL learners’ metacognitive
activities, in a hope to investigate how ESL writers monitor, reason and evaluate
their cognitive processes and also to find out reasons for these activities.

2.2.2.3 Limitations of Verbal Reports
Verbal reports are not without limitations (Vinther, 2005). Researchers raise
questions about whether verbal reports actually capture thinking processes
accurately, and whether they alter those processes. Cooper and Holzman (1983)
first raise methodological issues about the use of verbal protocols (Janssen, van
Waes & van den Bergh, 1996), particularly in the work of Flower and Hayes
(1981). Cooper and Holzman question Flower and Hayes’ claim that verbal
reports provide direct access to writers’ cognitive processes. Cooper and Holzman
assert that this claim could not be theoretically and empirically verified, and the
way in which verbal reports are elicited raises serious questions of validity.

Throughout the past three decades, cumulative studies and theories have emerged
regarding three validity issues of verbal reports: reactivity, veridicality and social
interaction.

2.2.2.3.1 Reactivity
Verbal reports are said to be reactive if they change the task performance and
consequently alter the outcome of that performance (Sanz et al., 2009). As early as
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in the 1960s and 1970s, researchers could not agree on whether reactivity was an
issue in the think-aloud processes. Gagné and Smith (1962) observed participants
verbalizing their thoughts while attending the task of the Tower of Hanoi. They
found that think-aloud improved the task performance. In other words, the
participants did the task better with think-alouds than those who did the task in
silent conditions. However, Nisbett and Wilson (1977) were skeptical about the
validity of think-aloud methods. According to data gained from different studies,
Nisbett and Wilson claimed that the verbalizations could not reflect and match
with respondents’ performance.

Three decades later, the issue of reactivity is still an interest of researchers. In
Leow and Morgan-Short’s (2004) study, seventy-seven Spanish students were
randomly assigned to a control and an experimental group. Those in the control
group read a text and complete a writing task in silence, while the learners in the
experimental group worked through the same task with think-alouds. The results
showed non-reactivity of think-alouds, since the two groups did not differ
significantly on either text comprehension or written production.

Ericsson and Simon (1984, 1993) assert that the contradictory findings are caused
by the different types of verbalization that respondents are asked to produce.
Verbalization could alter the task performance if respondents are required to
explain their thinking processes. Otherwise, verbalization could only slow the
performance down, but not affect it, if the respondents are asked to speak out
everything going through their minds without any explanations (Ericsson &
Simon, 1984, 1993).
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Still, extra care should be taken to reduce the potential effect of reactivity.
Researchers can take such measures as training the respondents in performing the
verbal protocols (Young, 2005) and allowing time for them to practice (Manchón,
Murphy & Roca de Larios, 2005). Also, the wording of the instructions given to
respondents must be explicit on what type of information is required during verbal
reports (Manchón, Murphy & Roca de Larios, 2005). In the current study, the
suggested measures were taken to reduce reactivity.

2.2.2.3.2 Veridicality
The issue of veridicality has also been questioned as whether the information
being provided through verbal reports accurately reflects respondents’ cognitive
processes. This issue has been raised due to an assumption that think-alouds that
are supposed to elicit the content of consciousness cannot tap into cognitive
processes that never reach consciousness (Wilson, 1994). Also, some cognitive
processes might not be accessible through verbal reports, especially when the task
is complex (Gass & Mackey 2000).

Keys (2000) maintains that think-aloud protocols of some participants provide no
trace of cognitive processes, although they have successfully completed the given
activities. Branch (2000) also comments on the issue of the extent of details in the
produced verbal data: among 144 think-aloud protocols, some are very brief and
therefore could not be of much use.
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Similarly, Hauser (2002) reports incompleteness of verbal data in an investigation
of article learning. The participants were exposed to the target grammatical
features while doing think-alouds. Then, they had a post-experiment judgment
session about their behavior during the exposure phase. Although the students did
not report intentional strategies for learning articles during the think-aloud session,
four of them claimed that in the post-experiment judgment, they were figuring out
rules of how to use articles while doing think-alouds. Hauser argues that the
participants tend to select certain types of information to report and hence the data
do not accurately reflect their thinking processes.

Although the verbal data may be limited and incomplete, those verbal reports
provide much more information than those being collected in silent conditions.
Also, there are methods which can tackle the problems pointed out by the
aforementioned scholars. For instance, a post-interview, with the video or audio
recordings and the completed work as stimuli, allows the researcher to gain
further insight and tap into the information which does not enter the consciousness
when respondents are doing think-alouds (Young, 2005). Following this
suggestion, in the current study, retrospective verbal interviews were carried out
after each think-aloud session to tap participants’ thinking that they did not report
in the think-aloud process.

2.2.2.3.3 Social Interaction
The potential social interaction is another problem which may be encountered by
researchers. Verbal protocol data is treated as pure representations of
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intra-individual cognitive processes without any social factors interwoven. Some
researchers, however, argue that the processes of verbal reports are not solely
cognitive events, but social activities (Smagorinsky, 2001). Smagorinsky (1997)
comments that any type of speech is directed to addressees and cannot be isolated
from the social groundings, as evidenced in a study in which the participant
frequently addressed experimenter during the verbal protocols. Accordingly,
verbal reports are socially situated phenomena which have their roots in human
beings’ social and cultural background. Hence, the protocol data should be
analysed from the social, cultural, and interpersonal aspects (Smagorinsky, 2001).

Ericsson and Simon refute Smagorinsky’s assertion that verbalization is a social
event. What Smagorinsky claims, according to Ericsson and Simon, is based on
his misinterpretation of the distinction of the ‘inner speech’ and ‘social speech’
(1998: 178). The verbal data Smagorinsky (1997) collects is not think-aloud
information, but explanations of thoughts. If respondents are properly instructed
what kind of information they need to provide, the social features could be
eliminated. Also, by arranging the experimental setting non-communicative, such
as asking the experimenters to sit behind the respondents, social interaction can be
reduced as well (Ericsson & Simon, 1984, 1993). The current study adopted these
measures in the think-aloud session to avoid social interactions.

2.2.2.4 Summary
Although the debate over the use of verbal reports continues today, researchers
continue to use verbal reports in an effort to gain information about learners’
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cognitive processes in L2 research (Bowles & Leow, 2005) because verbal reports
allow researchers to have access to what was/is going on in the tasks-takers’
minds (Roca De Larios, Murphy & Marin, 2002). Through verbal reports,
researchers can often have access to inner cognitive operations which are
unavailable through other means (Mackey & Gass, 2005). Despite the
aforementioned weaknesses, as long as researchers take extra care during the data
elicitation, verbal reports could provide rich data to serve the purposes of the
studies that intend to extract information of cognitive processes of an individual
doing a task in isolation.

2.3 Review of the Empirical Literature
2.3.1 Connectors
The connector is one of the devices to achieve cohesion. Cohesion refers to the
means of linking words, phrases, clauses and sentences into larger units and
making them stick together (Wales, 2011). Cohesion is realized by grammatical
and lexical ties (Smith, 2003). Cohesive ties include co-reference, substitution,
ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion (Halliday & Hasan, 1976). Conjunction
has also been referred to as ‘connectors’ in the literature (Peacock, 2010). An
examination of numerous studies since 2000 shows that the term ‘connectors’ is
more frequently used than the term ‘conjunctions’ (Table 2.1). Also, the term
‘connectors’ has been adopted extensively in the studies of learner language
(Burneikaitė, 2009), while the term ‘conjunction’ is only applied to a few items
today (e.g. and and or) (Trask, 2007). In this light, the current study adopts the
term ‘connectors’.
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Table 2.1 The term ‘connectors’ versus the term ‘conjunctions’ in the literature since 2000
Term
References
Hinkel, 2001
conjunctions
Kang, 2005
Zhang, 2000
Bolton, Nelson & Hung, 2002
Burneikaitė, 2009
Chen, 2006
connectors
Lee, 2003
Narita, Sato & Sugiura, 2004
Reynolds, 2002
Tankó, 2004

Connectors are grammatically a part of speech (Wales, 2011). They include a
closed set of items, except for temporal connectors which tend to be an open class
(e.g. first, second, third…) (Quirk et al., 1985). Connectors can join such
linguistic units as words, phrases, clauses and sentences (Richards & Schmidt,
2010). When connecting clauses and sentences, connectors are often placed in the
initial place. Still, most of them can occur medially and finally as well, with a
comma in writing or an intonation boundary in speech as a separation between the
connectors and the rest of the clause (Wales, 2011).

Connectors tend to have a semantically remote and detached role in relation to
other clause elements (Quirk et al., 1985). Connectors may not contribute to
‘propositional content’ (Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999: 519) but can
achieve the purpose of connecting linguistic segments together so as to allow
readers to infer the intended meanings and connotations (Celce-Murcia &
Larsen-Freeman, 1999). In other words, they conjoin linguistic units instead of
contributing semantic meaning to the information of discourse units (Quirk et al.,
1985).
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There are two types of connectors: (1) those which are parts of the syntactic
structure and (2) those which are not parts of the syntactic structure. For example,

(2.1) I like this weather because it is so warm.
(2.2) The work is difficult. However, he is not upset.

Because and however in the above two examples behave differently. They show
different ways of how what is said in the clause/sentence containing the connector
connects with what is said in the following clause/sentence. In (2.1), because is
part of the basic syntactic structure and cannot be removed. Otherwise, the
sentence ‘I like this weather it is so warm’ would be grammatically incorrect.
Unlike because, however in (2.2) is not a part of the syntactic structure. If
however is removed, the two sentences ‘The work is difficult’ and ‘He is not
upset’ still stand to be correct. Although, by removing however, the relation
between the two sentences could be made implicit, the sentence structures are not
destructed.

The connectors of the second type, which are not parts of the syntactic structure,
could be harder for ESL learners to master. Since these connectors are
syntactically detached from the sentence structures, their occurrences only depend
on the writers’ judgments of to what degree they would make the relations
between linguistic units explicit. Thus, the current study will focus on the second
connector type only.

Connectors mark a variety of semantic relations, including additive, adversative,
causal and temporal (Halliday & Hasan, 1976). Adversative, causal and temporal
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connectors are found to be the three most difficult ones to be manipulated by
Chinese learners of English (Ho & Waugh, 2008). Adversative and causal
relations are complex and hard to formulate. As for the temporal type, it is hard
for Chinese ESL learners to use English temporal connectors to link events
through time (Ho & Waugh, 2008). Therefore, the current study focuses on the
adversative, causal and temporal connectors only.

First, the category of adversative connectors marks two types of relations (Biber
et al., 1999). The first is to present contrastive meaning to the preceding
statements. For instance,

(2.3) Many statutory water companies are already saddled with high
borrowings. In contrast, the water authorities are going into the private
sector flush with cash.
(Biber et al., 1999: 888)

‘In contrast’ in example (2.3) signals contrast and difference between the two
propositions: situation of the ‘statutory water companies’ and the actions of ‘water
authorities’.

The second type of adversative connectors marks concessive relations, in which
the writers or speakers express some reservation about the idea in the preceding
clause. For instance,
(2.4) Now that the lawyers have taken over, science will never be able to
reach a verdict, and anyway it no longer matters.
(Biber et al., 1999: 888)

According to the above example, the writer or speaker grants the truth of the two
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propositions ‘Now that the lawyers have taken over, science will never be able to
reach a verdict’ and ‘it no longer matters’. But, the writer or speaker uses anyway
to show that the second proposition is of lesser importance (Celce-Murcia &
Larsen-Freeman, 1999).

The second category, causal connectors, signals relations of cause and effect: the
linguistic unit introducing by a causal connector states the result or consequence
of the preceding one (Biber et al., 1999) as shown in the following examples.

(2.5) This year’s commitment we will not reach this year. Therefore, we’ll
be into deficit!
(2.6) I once acquired a set of recordings of a Bach piano concerto. I was
very fond of it, but my mother was forever criticizing and chastising
my poor taste <…>. Consequently, I now hardly listen to Bach.
(2.7) As the spatial file contains all the geometric relationships necessary
to specify the body, this can be used to generate any pictorial view. It is thus not
necessary to produce an engineering drawing specifically for the purpose of
showing everyone what it looks like.
(Biber et al., 1999: 877)

In conversations, the items such as therefore, consequently and thus in the above
examples are commonly realized by so as in sentence (2.8) (Biber et al., 1999).

(2.8) Oh well you’ve seen it anyway, so I won’t put it on.
(Biber et al., 1999: 877)

In (2.8), the clause introduced by so is the consequence of the event which has
stated in the preceding clause. The meaning of so, in this case, is the same as the
other causal connectors such as therefore.

In addition, there are some causal connectors which signal inferred
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cause-and-consequence relations between two linguistic pieces. For example,

(2.9) He was ill. He could not come then.

In the above example, then presents the relations between the first and the second
sentences: the reason of the fact that ‘he could not come’ is his illness. However,
this connection is not overtly expressed by then in comparison with other causal
connectors such as hence and therefore, and thus may not be replaced by them.

Third, temporal connectors are to introduce information in a logical or temporal
sequence. For example,

(2.10) This new structure must accomplish two special purposes. First, as a
part of overcoming the division of Europe there must be an opportunity to
overcome through peace and freedom the division of Berlin and of Germany.
Second, the architecture should reflect that American’s security remains linked
to Europe.
(2.11) We are already acquainted with sic properties which may be used to
describe the thermodynamic state of a system: pressure, volume, temperature,
internal energy, enthalpy, and entropy <…> Lastly, entropy S was shown to be
a property as a consequence of the First Law.
(Biber et al., 1999: 875)
(2.12) First, they discussed the project. Then, they had a coffee break.

Temporal connectors could be ordinal numbers, as shown in examples (2.10) and
(2.11). They show the order of a list by assigning the numerical labels to each
item or statement. In a list, each temporal connector marks an addition of
information to the previous ones (Biber et al., 1999). By doing this, the temporal
connectors give the list a beginning and an end (Quirk et al., 1985).

Also, temporal connectors mark a list in time-sequence order as shown in example
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(2.12). Normally, the order follows real-life temporal logic (Biber et al., 1999).
The temporal connectors show readers or listeners the chronological occurrence of
a series of events or activities.

2.3.2 Early History of Studies on Connectors
Since the 1980s, interests in connectors have grown significantly, being motivated
by the publication of Halliday and Hasan’s seminal work Cohesion in English
(1976). Many researchers set out to explore the relations between connector use
and quality of texts written by native-English speakers. McCulley (1985) found
that connectors appeared to have no significant relations with the writing quality
and textual coherence. This result is supported by Neuner’s (1987) study, in which
no differences in the number of connectors in good and poor essays were detected.
In contrast, Witte and Faigley (1981) asserted that the use of connectors was an
important property of writing quality, as skillful writers used a larger set of
connectors than less skillful writers.

During this period, connector use in non-native learners’ English texts was also a
focus. There was evidence that ESL learners had great difficulty in mastering
connectors

(Dubin

&

Olshtain,

1980).

The

syntactic

and

semantic

inappropriateness of connectors in L2 English compositions often caused
obscurity in meanings and thus may confuse readers (Bacha & Hanania, 1980;
Hartnett, 1986; Zamel, 1984).

The focus of research moved to comparative analysis by the end of the 1980s.
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Field and Yip (1992) analysed connectors in English essays produced respectively
by native-English speakers and Cantonese ESL students. They found that
Cantonese writers used a significantly greater number of connectors than their
native-English speaking counterparts. Similar findings were obtained in studies by
Milton and Tsang (1993) and Crewe (1990), who acknowledged a general overuse
pattern of connectors in English language learners’ writing samples. Another
feature of L2 English texts was connector underuse, as evidenced in Mauranen’s
(1993) investigation, in which Finnish writers used fewer connectors in academic
proses than Anglo-American writers. Underuse was also identified in French
(Granger & Tyson, 1996) and Swedish writers’ English proses (Altenberg &
Tapper, 1998). Other main findings were semantic and stylistic misuse of
connectors in language learners’ texts. For instance, ESL learners often used
therefore to link two units when there were no causal relations between them
(Crewe, 1990; Milton & Tsang, 1993).

2.3.3 Recent Trend of Studies on Connectors
Studies within the domain have produced increasing amounts of data. In what
follows, all relevant studies on connector features in L1 and L2 English texts
published from the year of 2000 to the present are included for analysis. In
reviewing these studies, I have identified critical aspects of methodology and
findings. I will present the main findings of the previous studies and then discuss
the limitations and the research gap I believe the current research should address.
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2.3.3.1 Studies on Connectors in L1 English Texts
To investigate developmental stages of acquisition on connectors, Nippold,
Ward-Lonergan and Fanning (2005) asked native-English children, adolescents
and adults whose mean ages were respectively eleven, seventeen and twenty-four
years to write a persuasive essay. The researchers found an increase in the number
of the overall connectors in the essays during the years between childhood and
adulthood. In addition, children depended more on simple connectors (e.g. also,
so, then) than adolescents and adults, who preferred complex ones (e.g. on the
other hand, consequently) in meaning building and argument construction.

This finding is supported by Crossley, Weston, Sullivan and McNamara’s (2011)
assessment of argumentations written by ninth graders, eleventh graders and first
year university students. They concluded that younger writers adopted a higher
rate of simple connectors such as also and next than older writers. These simple
items made the ninth graders’ argumentations lack linguistic complexity and
maturity and thus were assessed to be of low quality.

Berman’s (2008) study confirms this finding. After assessing texts of fourth
graders, seventh graders, eleventh graders and graduate school university students,
Berman mentioned that only graduate school students were able to compose
high-quality texts by presenting complex cognitive flow through connectors such
as for example, on the contrary, on one hand, and on the other hand.

These research findings suggest that the connector usage and quality of texts
written by native-English writers with diverse ages are correlated. Yet, the
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correlations may not exist in compositions written by those at the same age level.
In the investigation done by McNamara, Crossley and McCathy (2010), five raters
holistically evaluated native-English undergraduates’ essays and placed them into
low- and high-proficiency groups. The results imply that the connectors do not
distinguish between low-and high-proficiency essays.

2.3.3.2 Studies on Connectors in L2 English Texts
As evidenced in the investigations of L2 English writing samples, connectors used
by ESL writers often display an informal and speech-like nature. This involves the
features of adopting informal connectors in formal and academic essays. Li (2009)
found a high occurrence of simple connectors in Japanese students’ English essays,
which made the connector patterns in the written discourse similar to those in the
spoken one.

The findings are consistent with those in Liu and Braine’s (2005) investigations of
argumentations written by Chinese first-year university students. Liu and Braine
pointed out that simple items such as so were much more preferable in Chinese
students’ essays than the complex alternations (e.g. on the contrary and
nevertheless) which were learned at a later stage.

Reynolds (2002), however, did not report similar spoken features of connectors in
ESL writers’ (Spanish, Vietnamese and some East Asians) writing samples. Rather,
he presented a mixture of formal and informal connector patterns in either oral or
written style texts, suggesting that ESL learners had no awareness of stylistic
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properties and (in)formality degrees of connectors.

Moreover, ESL English learners tend to use connectors to imply the wrong type of
relations. Zhang (2000) observed this kind of misuse in an examination of the
cohesive features in 107 expository essays written by second-year Chinese
university students. It turned out that Chinese students often used such adversative
connectors as however and on the other hand to signal additional information
instead of a different or contrast flow of conception.

Along this line of research, there are two controversial issues: (1) whether there is
a relation between the use of connectors and writing quality, and (2) whether there
is a relation between the use of connectors and English proficiency. In Kiany and
Nejad’s (2001) study, 120 Iranian elementary, intermediate and advanced EFL
students were grouped into high, mid and low proficiency levels based on their
proficiency test scores. The researchers noted that the high and mid L2
proficiency groups used more connectors than the low.

The results are consistent with those obtained by Grant and Ginther (2000). They
analysed ninety essays written by ESL students at three proficiency levels with
scores 3, 4 and 5 respectively on the Test of Written English (TWE). Level-5
students adopted connectors more often than level-3 and level-4 students. Grant
and Ginther suggested that ESL writers became aware of the importance of
connectors in constructing textual structures as they grew mature in their
linguistic capacity. Yet, the writing samples alone may not be able to provide
evidence for the reasons behind the connector patterns produced by students with
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diverse proficiency levels. Further qualitative research could be needed to dig
deeper into the reasons for the greater number of connectors used by the
high-level ESL writers.

In Zhang’s (2000) observations of the cohesive features in expository essays
written by Chinese university students, no significant relation between the number
of connectors and the quality of writing was identified. However, he asserted that
skillful and novice writers differed in the way that they used temporal connectors:
good writers effectively used temporal devices to signal logical and temporal
sequence whereas weaker ones used them in a rather rigid manner without
implying explicit relations between ideas.

Yang and Sun (2012) found that fourth-year Chinese university students used
more adversative connectors than the second year students in argumentative
essays. The reason was that sophomores did not argue for their views by referring
to opposing opinions as often as seniors. Thus, in sophomores’ argumentations,
there were fewer counterarguments and transitions, which resulted in fewer
adversative connectors. However, their study focused on argumentative texts only.
It could be helpful to include other text types such as descriptions and narrations
in the investigation to capture a full picture of the adversative features in L2
English texts. In the current study, argumentations, descriptions and narrations
were all taken into the investigation.

Unlike the aforementioned studies, Castro (2004) did not find differences between
low-, mid- and high-rated essays. In Castro’s study, thirty Filipino college
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freshmen were asked to write a no-time-limit take-home essay. The participants
were allowed to consult a dictionary or thesaurus while writing. Their essays were
assessed and grouped into low-, mid- and high levels. Across the three levels, no
significant diversity in the frequency of connectors was detected. In interpreting
the uniformity of written outputs, Castro argued that the participants were a
homogenous group within one socio-cultural discourse community, which had
shaped their conception and capacity of utilizing similar linguistic and textual
resources in meaning construction. However, the lack of significant differences
between the groups in Castro’s study may result from some methodological
problems. First, the no-time-limit take-home assignment may give the participants
chances to rely heavily on dictionaries and even to consult other people. Second,
the proficiency levels may not be far apart from each other to display differences,
because the small number of participants (30 only) were all college year-one
students and had similar background of language learning. Moreover, the writing
scores used as the basis for grouping may not be a reliable indicator of the
participants’ overall proficiency level. To ensure a reliable grouping, in the present
study, the participants were grouped according to the scores they gained in reliable
proficiency tests, in which vocabulary using, listening, reading and writing skills
were assessed.

2.3.3.3 Comparative Studies on Connectors in L2 and L1 English Texts
There have also been studies that focused primarily on comparison of connector
patterns in texts that are produced by non-native and native-English speakers.
Quantitative studies have taken dominance in this field. It is found that ESL
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learners use connectors in a pattern that distinguish them from native-English
writers: for a given number of words/sentences/T-units and a given genre,
frequencies of connectors in ESL writers’ English texts are higher than those in
native-English writers’ ones.

Bolton, Nelson and Hung (2002) compared the occurrence of connectors per
1,000 sentences in texts written by Hong Kong and British university students as
well as native-English professional writers. Based on the findings, the researchers
claimed that across the overall range, both Hong Kong and British students used
more connectors than professional writers. However, the overuse was much
greater among the Hong Kong students, despite that some connectors (e.g. indeed,
consequently and again) were less frequently adopted by the Hong Kong ESL
writers.

The same pattern is also shown in Tankó’s (2004) comparison of connectors per
10,000 words in essays written by second-and-third year Hungarian students and
native-English speakers. The Hungarian writers’ texts, compared with L1 English
texts, were characterized by connector overuse. Similarly, Hinkel (2001) also
acknowledged an overall connector overuse in non-native English (Japanese,
Korean, Indonesian and Arabic) writers’ essays in comparison to L1 English texts.

Narita, Sato and Sugiura (2004) conducted a corpus-based study to compare
connectors in argumentative essays from the Japanese component of the
International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE) with comparable texts written by
American university students from the Louvain Corpus of Native-English Essays
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(LOCNESS). The findings indicate that Japanese English learners tended to use a
larger amount of enumerative, additive and appositive connectors than their
American counterparts. Narita, Sato and Sugiura took a further step to compare
their data with those in the studies of Granger and Tyson (1996), Altenberg and
Tapper (1998) and Milton (2001), which respectively focused on connector usage
in English essays written by French, Swedish and Chinese learners of English.
This comparison among ESL English learners with different L1 backgrounds
revealed that the frequency of connectors was considerably high across the
English texts that were written by the four groups of L2 English learners.

A study by Burneikaitė (2009) yields similar results. Through Log-likelihood
statistical analysis, Burneikaitė investigated the Master’s English theses of forty
ESL English Lithuanian students and thirty native-English students. The
occurrence of connectors in L2 English texts was much higher than that in L1
English texts, a result, which, according to Burneikaitė, probably arises from a
false belief of teachers and learners that the abundant connectors could greatly
improve the textual quality and coherence.

In a study by Lee (2003), a group of Hong Kong Chinese tertiary students and a
group of English speakers were required to write English narrations. Lee
compared the density and variety of connectors per T-unit in the English
narrations and found that the Chinese students produced a higher degree of
connector density than the English speakers. The study focused on narrations only.
Further research on other text types such as argumentations and descriptions
would offer more understanding on the connector features and help us make better
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generalizations of the connector patterns in English texts.

Likewise, Korean writers would overuse connectors in English texts, as evidenced
in Kang’s (2005) investigation, in which forty-two Korean college students and
twenty-eight American college native-English students were asked to write
English narrations. The findings illustrated that the Korean participants heavily
relied on connectors in English narrations, as evidenced in their English texts with
higher frequencies of causal and temporal connectors than those in L1 English
texts.

However, Crossley and McNamara (2009) found a lower use of connectors in ESL
writers’ English texts. They analyzed a corpus of essays written in English by
native-Spanish speakers and a comparable L1 English corpus collected from
undergraduates. They found that the Spanish students offered readers fewer
connectors than the native-English writers and this underuse made their essays
less coherent.

Carrió-Pastor (2013) also reported a lower occurrence of connectors in scientific
papers written by Spanish learners than by native-English writers. A possible
cause could be writers’ different linguistic background. According to
Carrió-Pastor, L1 English texts are writer-oriented with the authors guiding
readers through texts. In contrast, Spanish prefers for a reader-responsible
discourse style and Spanish writers do not consider it important to guide readers
by using connectors within the discourse when writing in their native language.
This habit probably affects their use of connectors when writing in L2 English.
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2.4 Research Gaps
The connector features that are found in the research mentioned above confirm the
findings of the early comparative explorations, which is, connector frequencies in
ESL writers’ English texts are often significantly higher in comparison with
native-English speakers’ norms (Altenberg & Tapper, 1998; Field & Yip 1992;
Milton & Tsang 1993). Yet, a few studies find lower frequencies of connectors in
ESL learners’ English texts. Although all these studies have advanced our
understanding of connector use patterns, some methodological issues need being
addressed.

First, the previous studies focus on the production of connectors and have made
abundant achievements on qualifying connector features in ESL learners’ English
texts. However, ESL learners’ mental processes are not accessible from the study
of English writing samples. It is not really possible to obtain information from the
existing literature about the internal performance of ESL writers in connector
manipulation. The statistical evidence stemming from learners’ written production
may not encompass a complete set of data to interpret what inner events the ESL
students’ mind could perform in the process of connector production (Bowles,
2010a). Other means such as ESL writers’ verbal reports (Ellis & Barkhuizen,
2005) can capture insights on a variety of issues that writing samples alone cannot
provide, such as language learners’ cognitive processing, thinking process and
strategies (Bowles, 2010b). Since the data that are extracted from writing samples
could not be sufficient for explaining what students could do in their inner world
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in an attendance of an authentic task, qualitative research is needed to dig into the
depth of what mental activities the task takers could perform.

A second research gap is concerned with the types of texts the participants are
asked to accomplish. Among the previous studies, few concentrates on connectors
in all the three basic text types—argumentations, descriptions and narrations
(Tankó, 2004). The use of only one text type may make us miss out important
information in the generalizations of connector use patterns in our data, because
the three text types are different from one another in terms of the communicative
functions (Thornbury, 2005) and therefore cohesion is achieved in different ways
in them, including the ways in which different connectors are used.

First, argumentations involve states of affairs, facts and propositions. Entities in
argumentations are neither temporally nor spatially progressed. The writers of
argumentations normally bring up a claim and then argue for it by providing
supporting evidence, comparing and contrasting the claim with other possible
claims, refuting counter-arguments, etc. Cohesion exists when writers
continuously refer back to their claim while providing evidence, comparing and
contrasting different claims or refuting counter-arguments. Second, descriptions
introduce states, ongoing events and atelic events. In descriptions, time is static
and no significant temporal changes occur. Writers may achieve the textual
cohesion through a spatial order. Third, in narrations, events follow successive
stages in time and advance in a temporal sequence. The narrative cohesion relies
on bounded events occurring one after another (Smith, 2003).
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Since argumentations, descriptions and narrations have different ways to achieve
cohesion, connector pattern of one particular text type tends to be different from
those of other types. For instance, descriptions and argumentations require
different rhetoric patterns, as the former is built on information interpretation
whilst the latter on reasoning and standpoints verification. This results in more
causal (e.g. because) and contrast (e.g. however) connectors in argumentations
than in descriptions (Ramos, 2010). Also, based on the argumentative nature,
readers may expect fewer temporal connectors (Wang & Cho, 2010) in
argumentations than in narrations. Therefore, connector pattern obtained from one
text type is not sufficient for us to make generalizations about other text types.
Thus, the current study takes all the three basic text types—argumentations,
descriptions and narrations (Tankó, 2004) into consideration.

To fill the aforementioned research gaps, the current study has been carried out to
find out adversative, causal and temporal connector patterns in English
argumentations, descriptions and narrations that are produced by Chinese English
learners of Low, Mid and High proficiency levels. The study also aims at
capturing the mental activities occurring upon connector manipulation. Both
written and verbal data were collected from Chinese university students and
native-English users. Data were also obtained from retrospective verbal reports
and following-up interviews to corroborate the data that were obtained from
concurrent verbal reports.

For highlighting purposes, the research questions are repeated below:
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(1) With regard to the use of adversative, causal and temporal connectors
in writing English argumentations, descriptions and narrations:
What are the differences/similarities between the different
proficiency groups of the Chinese ESL learners?
What are the differences/similarities between the Chinese ESL
learners and the English native speakers?
What are the reasons for the differences/similarities?

(2) With regard to mental activities during the process of connector
manipulation:
What are the differences/similarities between the different
proficiency groups of the Chinese ESL learners?
What are the differences/similarities between the Chinese ESL
learners and the English native speakers?
What are the reasons for the differences/similarities?

(3) With regard to the writing process:
What insights do the connector usage patterns and mental
activities identified in this study throw on our understanding of the
L2 writing processes?

2.5 Summary
This chapter reviews the theoretical and empirical literature. It begins with the
discussion of the outer-directed writing theory and the model of cognitive writing
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processes established by Flower and Hayes (1981) and Hayes (2004). It then
discusses the methodological tool—verbal reports. Next, the chapter offers a
description of the English connectors, followed by a discussion on the existing
literature on connectors in L1 and L2 English texts. The chapter ends with a
discussion of the research gaps and the research questions of the current study,
which would lead to the empirical design that will be demonstrated in the next
chapter of methodology.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
This chapter will start with a description of the profiles of participants. Then it
will present the procedures of data collection and data analysis. Since the rationale
for employing verbal reports has been laid out in Section 2.2.2, this chapter will
describe only the actual procedures of data collection through verbal reports and
the approaches by which the verbal data were analysed.

3.2 Participants
3.2.1 Chinese Tertiary Students
Thirty-six Chinese undergraduates from ten disciplines (Chinese Literature, Civil
Engineering, Education Studies, Finance, History, International Business, Law,
Museology, Russian and Urban Management) participated in the study. They were
grouped into three L2 proficiency levels—Low level (Low), Mid level (Mid) and
High level (High), twelve for each group, according to the scores they gained
from the College English Test Band 4 (CET4) and the College English Test Band
6 (CET6). All the Low group students failed CET4; all the Mid group students
passed CET4; all the High group students passed CET6.

CET is a national English test system in mainland China. The purpose of CET is
to examine the English proficiency of non-English-major undergraduates. Four
subscores are reported out of a total score of 710: listening comprehension (249
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points, 35%), reading comprehension (249 points, 35%), cloze or error correction
(70 points, 10%), and writing and translating (142 points, 20%). The passing
grade is set at the score of 426. The system consists of two bands, CET4 and
CET6. Only those who have passed CET4 can take CET6 (Zheng & Cheng,
2008).

According to Syllabus for College English Test Band 4 and Syllabus for College
English Test Band 6, the requirements for CET4 and CET6 certificate holders are
as follows:

Table 3.1 Requirements for CET4 and CET6 certificate holders
CET4 certificate holders
CET6 certificate holders
Students should acquire a total of 4,200 Students should acquire a total of 5,500
Vocabulary
words.
words.
Students should generally be able to Students should generally be able to
grasp the main ideas and understand grasp the main ideas and understand
major facts and relevant details when major facts and relevant details when
reading English texts on general topics reading essays on general topics at a
Reading
at a speed of 70 words per minute speed of 70 wpm. With longer texts for
(wpm). With longer yet less difficult fast reading, the reading speed should be
texts, the reading speed should be 100 120 wpm.
wpm.
Students should be able to follow Students should generally be able to
classroom
instructions,
everyday follow talks and lectures in English, to
conversations, and lectures on general understand English radio and TV
topics conducted in English at a speed programs on familiar topics spoken at a
Listening
of about 130 to 150 wpm. They should speed of around 150 to 180 wpm,
be able to grasp the main ideas and key grasping the main ideas, key points and
points.
relevant details.
Students should be able to write within Students should be able to write within
30 minutes a short composition of 30 minutes a sort composition of
120-150 words on a general topic, or an 150-180 words on a certain topic. The
Writing
outline. The composition should be composition should be complete in
basically clear in main idea and does not content, clear in idea, well-organized in
contain major grammatical errors.
presentation and coherent in discourse.

From the above requirements, we can see that there are significant differences in
proficiency levels between those who fail CET4, those who pass CET4 and those
who pass CET6. The CET4 failers, CET4 passers and CET6 passers differ very
much in their abilities of using vocabulary, reading, listening and writing. As the
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requirements for the tests are clearly defined and the tests are rigorously
administered by all universities in China over the years, the test scores have been
used as reliable indicators of students’ English proficiency by universities and
employers of university graduates. In the current study, the participants were
grouped into three levels according to the CET scores they gained, because the
scores reliably reflect the participants’ overall English proficiency.

As can be seen from the requirements of CET4 and CET6, CET certificate holders,
especially CET6 passers, may be fair or good users of English, but their
knowledge of English and their abilities in listening, reading, speaking and
writing English may have different degrees of distance away from those of
native-English speakers.

The Chinese participants, nine males and twenty-seven females, are from a
tier-one university in China. All of them are native-Chinese speakers, with an age
band falling between nineteen to twenty four. None of them has the experience of
staying in English speaking countries before. In the current study, variables,
including language learning experience, majors and ages have been carefully
controlled so as to ensure that the sample is representative of the tertiary students
in Mainland China. Also, since all the Chinese participants were attending a
tier-one university at the time of the study, the situations they were in could
represent the general picture of tertiary institutions in terms of class hours and
English lessons in China. Details of the students’ background information are
listed in Appendix 1.
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At the time of the study, the Chinese students had been studying English for a
mean of about ten years. In secondary schools, classroom instructions and
textbooks practically predominated their English learning experience. After
enrolling in the university, textbooks and classroom instructions were no longer
the primary source of English exposure because the students were also exposed to
English websites, movies, music, newspapers, TV series and radio programmes.
However, they accessed all these sources of English materials mainly for
entertainment rather than for intentional language learning. In spite of the richer
variety of exposures the students had in university, the time length they spent in
learning English in the classroom—six hours per week—is much less than that at
secondary school, which was approximately sixteen hours per week.

When it comes to writing, the majority of the Chinese students did not learn how
to write English texts until after they upgraded to middle school. Although some
were asked to write simple paragraphs containing a couple of sentences at primary
schools, these paragraphs could not be counted as texts. Starting from middle
school, most of the students began to receive instructions on English writing and
were required to write English texts for English courses and tests. The frequency
of English writing went up after they enrolled in high school, particularly in the
final year of high school when the students were preparing for the coming
national University Entrance Examination. Also, the word counts of English texts
that the students were required to write gradually rose from eighty to a hundred as
they upgraded. However, in university, the extensity and frequency for English
writing usually decreased, as English courses did not taken predominance in the
non-English majors’ curriculum.
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At university, the students were required to attend two 100-minute classes per
week—Reading,

Writing

and

Translating

and

Viewing,

Listening

and

Speaking—twice a week. In the course of Reading, Writing and Translating,
students study vocabulary and grammar through textbooks. Tutors also instruct
students on the organizations of English argumentations, such as the patterns of
the beginnings and endings. They normally assign the students five take-home
argumentative writing tasks each semester. Argumentations are chosen because it
is the normal task type of the writing module in CET4 and CET6. The required
word counts for each assignment depend on the requirement of the tests the
students are preparing for: they normally fall between 120 to 180 for the CET4
and go beyond 180 for the CET6. The other course—Viewing, Listening and
Speaking—focuses on the skills of listening and speaking. The tutors would
encourage the students to do monologues on stage or do group discussions. This
course does not involve any writing instructions.

3.2.2 Native-English Speakers
Twelve native speakers of American English (Native) participated in the study as
the control group. The native-English speakers, four males and eight females, are
aged between fifteen to thirty. Details of the participants’ demographic
information are listed in Appendix 2. All the native-English speakers were also
university students. Although the native American-English speakers and the
Chinese learners might have differences in universities they attended and
disciplines they were in, they all had received or were receiving university
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education and fell into similar age range. That means they had similar cognitive
maturity and similar experience in education, which makes the data obtained from
the Chinese participants and the native speakers comparable.

The native speakers of American English were chosen over other English speakers
such as speakers of British English in the current study. According to the data
extracted from the Chinese participants’ preliminary interviews, they were
exposed to American English more often than other types of English through
textbooks, TV shows, video programmes, websites, movies and music. Their
language knowledge and writing skills could be influenced more by American
English than by other Englishes.

In this thesis, the Chinese and native-English speaking groups are represented by
four letters: ‘N’ stands for the native-English speaking group; ‘L’ stands for the
Chinese Low group; ‘M’ stands for the Chinese Mid group; and ‘H’ stands for the
Chinese High group.

3.3 Data Collection Procedures
To investigate the connector patterns and the participants’ mental activities upon
connector manipulation, data were collected through writing tasks with concurrent
verbal reports, as well as retrospective verbal reports and following-up interviews.
Table 3.2 lists each step in the two-phase study.

Table 3.2 Procedures of the study
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Phase
One

Phase
Two

Chinese Students
Step 1: Collection of demographic
information
Step 2: Warming-up
Step 3: Preliminary interviews

Native Speakers of American English
Step 1: Collection of demographic
information
Step 2: Warming-up

Step 1: Three English writing tasks &
concurrent verbal reports
Step 2: Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

Step 1:

Three English writing tasks &
concurrent verbal reports
Step 2: Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

3.3.1 Phase One: Collection of Demographic Information, Warming-up and
Preliminary Interviews
The experiments were carried out in October, 2012 and September, 2013. Upon
agreement of the participation, the researcher met with each Chinese student and
native-English speaker to introduce the study and asked him/her to complete a
form concerning demographic information (Appendix 3 & 4). Next, a warming-up
session was conducted with each participant to familiarize him/her with the
concurrent verbal reports. The training sessions were essential to ensure that the
participants had the verbal skills that were needed in the concurrent verbal reports
while performing writing tasks (Seng & Hashim, 2006). Before embarking on a
mock concurrent verbal report, the researcher told the participants that they should
verbalize any thoughts coming into minds instead of explaining and reasoning the
thoughts while doing the writing tasks. After the introduction, the researcher
played a sample concurrent verbal report recording of a student writing an English
text. The topic for the task of the sample was different from those for the tasks in
the actual study so as not to affect the participants’ verbalizations. Then, each
participant was asked to practice the concurrent verbal report technique on a topic
which was also different from the three topics they would do in the actual study.
Upon finishing the practice, the participants were allowed to raise any questions
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about the verbal reports till they indicated that they understood the concurrent
verbal reports procedure.

In phase one, there was one more interview session for the Chinese students. A
semi-structured interview with open-ended questions was conducted to understand
the Chinese participants’ English learning history and experiences. Ten interview
questions were framed (Appendix 5) to generate information mainly on:

(1) Years of learning English and English writing skills
(2) Ways of learning English and English writing skills
(3) Exposures to English
(4) Experiences of English writing
(5) Factors affecting the English writing ability
(6) Writing instructions that the Chinese students received

In the interview, Chinese students were allowed to speak either in Chinese or in
English, whichever languages they felt most comfortable with. The students were
encouraged to speak Chinese if they could not express themselves in English well.
The researcher interviewed the students in Chinese upon request to facilitate their
understanding. The preliminary interviews were audio- and video-recorded. This
session generated 450-minute recording in total, with an average time frame of
12.5 minutes per interview.

3.3.2 Phase Two: Three English Writing Tasks, Concurrent Verbal Reports,
and Retrospective Verbal Reports and Following-up Interviews
3.3.2.1 English Writing Topics
The second phase of the study started the following day in a quiet office. Three
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English writing tasks were assigned for each participant: (1) an argumentative task
asking the writers to defend their opinion about the issue of whether mobile
phones should or should not be forbidden in universities, (2) a descriptive task
asking the writers to describe the procedure of checking out books from the library,
and (3) a narrative task requiring the participants to reflect on a first-time
experience (Appendix 6).

Of the three topics, the descriptive and narrative ones were selected from a pool of
topics which were extracted from the previous empirical literature. Since only one
argumentative topic was located from the previous studies around the time of the
study, it was set as the topic for the argumentative writing task. The descriptive
and narrative topics were chosen as of interest to Chinese learners of English by
means of a questionnaire survey (Appendix 7). Twenty-three Chinese students
with backgrounds similar to the Chinese participants in the current study took the
questionnaire survey. They were given the survey forms to indicate one
descriptive and one narrative topic they were most interested in and would like to
write on. As shown in the results of the survey (Appendix 8), the descriptive and
narrative topics chosen for the current study were the most often indicated ones by
the participants of the questionnaire survey.

3.3.2.2 Three English Writing Tasks and Concurrent Verbal Reports
The participants did the writing tasks and concurrent verbal reports individually.
They were not told that the researcher was interested in the connectors they would
use in the texts so as not to bias the data. To eliminate any order effect, the
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participants were allowed to write the three topics in any order they preferred. The
participants were instructed to compose well-developed and well-organized texts
to ensure the quality of the texts. Also, adopting the suggestions by Plakans
(2007), the researcher promised to offer feedbacks to the Chinese participants on
their compositions one week later, as an incentive to motivate them to write at
their best. While doing the writing tasks, the Chinese students were allowed to
verbalize their mental activities in the language they felt most comfortable to
ensure that they acted naturally. All of the participants had thirty minutes to
complete each writing task. They could stop anytime or ask for extra time if they
were unable to finish the writing task during the given time frame. Participants
would be given a five-minute break between each task if they required. Following
Sachs and Polio’s 2007 suggestion, the participants were not allowed to access the
Internet or dictionaries while writing so as to ensure they work through the
problems with their own linguistic resources.

The researcher remained present and observed the participants doing the writing
tasks with concurrent verbal reports to make sure that they continually verbalized
thoughts coming into their minds. The researcher sat behind the participants so as
not to interfere with their writing processes. The researcher provided neither
explanations nor assistance to the participants; but, whenever the participants fell
into silence for any length of time, the researcher would prompt them to speak out
loud by saying ‘keep talking’. The participants were not allowed to raise any
questions but continuously verbalized their flow of thoughts. The writing process
and concurrent verbal reports were audio- and video-recorded.
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In the study, 144 sessions of concurrent verbal reports were collected, a total of
2,954 minutes, nearly forty-nine hours. The average duration of each session is
around 20.5 minutes. Also, 144 English texts were collected and the total number
of words is 30,435.

3.3.2.3 Retrospective Verbal Reports and Following-up Interviews
The concurrent verbal reports that were collected in this study were triangulated
with data derived from the retrospective verbal reports, which were used to clarify
and confirm what was going on in the writers’ minds and to understand how and
why the writers made certain decisions in the process of connector production.
The retrospective verbal reports were carried out right after each concurrent verbal
report session. With the texts that the participants had written as stimuli, the
researcher asked the participants to report all they could remember about their
thinking in the process of producing each connector.

Subsequently, the researcher conducted following-up interviews in which
questions concerning possible reasons for choosing a specific or a specific type of
connectors were raised, particularly when the information that the participants
provided in the concurrent verbal reports was obscure. Also, questions about
relations between text types and connector use such as ‘How were you perceiving
the differences between the three writing tasks while writing and how the
differences could influence your use of the linking devices?’ were asked as well.
The Chinese participants were allowed to speak in either Chinese or English and
the researcher interviewed in Chinese upon request. The retrospective verbal
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reporting processes were audio- and video-recorded. Forty-eight sessions of
retrospective verbal reports and following-up interviews were conducted, totaling
549 minutes, around nine hours. The average length is approximately 11.4
minutes.

The study generated L2 and L1 English texts, concurrent verbal reports and
retrospective verbal reports and following-up interviews. Table 3.3 summarizes
the number of sessions of each part and the time length.

Table 3.3 A summary of the verbal data collected from the Chinese students and the native-English
speakers
Average
Proficiency
Number of
Duration
Duration
Activities/Tasks
Level
Sessions
(minutes)
(minutes)
Preliminary interviews
12
99
8.3
Concurrent verbal reports
36
868
24.1
Low
Retrospective verbal reports &
12
124
10.3
following-up interviews

Mid

High

Native

Preliminary interviews
Concurrent verbal reports
Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

12
36

170
932

14.2
25.9

12

152

12.7

Preliminary interviews
Concurrent verbal reports
Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

12
36

181
791

15.1
22.0

12

148

12.3

Preliminary interviews
Concurrent verbal reports
Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

N/A
36

N/A
363

N/A
10.1

12

125

10.4

3.4 Data Analysis
3.4.1 Extracting Connectors from English Texts
The first step of analysis is to extract the English adversative, causal and temporal
connectors from the Chinese and native-English writers’ English texts.
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As discussed in Section 2.3.1, concerning the syntactic role, connectors can be
classified into two types: (1) those which are parts of the syntactic structure (e.g.
because) and (2) those which are not part of the basic syntactic structure (e.g.
however). The latter type plays a syntactically detached role in a sentence, as the
removal of it cannot destruct the syntactic structure. However, the former type
must take its place to make the syntactic structure complete. ESL writers could
have more problems with the latter type, because the latter type is not
syntactically required and whether it is needed depends mostly on to what degree
the writer would make the meanings and relations between discourse units explicit.
Therefore, the current study only focuses on the second connector type. The
connectors selected for examination in the current study have to satisfy the
requirement that their removal from the sentence will not make the sentence
ungrammatical.

The second criterion for connector selection is part of speech. Some of the
connectors may have different functions and fall into different part-of-speech
categories (Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999). For example, First can be
used as a connector and also an adjective as shown in examples (3.1) and (3.2).

(3.1) First, you need to get a ticket.
(3.2) This is the first book I have got.

The first in (3.2) as an adjective was excluded from the current study.

Based on the two criteria mentioned above, connectors identified in Chinese and
native-English users’ compositions were manually extracted and added to the final
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list (Appendix 9).

When the work of extracting connectors was finished, connector frequencies were
calculated. Since participants came up with different word counts for each text,
the connector occurrences per 100 words, rather than the raw frequencies, were
employed in the analysis. To calculate the connector occurrences per 100 words
for each composition, the total word count of each composition was divided by
100. Then, the total number of connectors in that composition was divided by that
result. For example, if a student wrote up x hundred words with y occurrences of
connectors, the connector occurrence per 100 words was y/ (x/100).

Then, the number of connector occurrences per 100 words in each composition
was entered in Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). One-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the mean difference of the connector
occurrences per 100 words. In particular, between-group and within-group
one-way ANOVA were used to process the data to test the inter- and intra-group
differences across and within the Chinese High, Mid, Low and the Native groups.
To meet the current purposes, only the main figures would be discussed, rather
than all the figures that were gained through ANOVA.

3.4.2 Coding and Categorizing the Mental Activities
The verbal recordings were transcribed verbatim after each meeting to facilitate
the analysis of the data. In this thesis, examples of verbal protocols are presented
in the following way:
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Line a:
The line right below Line a:
Line b:

Concurrent oral report
English translation of the oral report in
Chinese
Actual writing with the target
connector italicized

For example,
(3.3) a.

這樣，好像是，就這樣，foremost,
it is,

could be,

then it is,

b. First and foremost,

you need a card.

(H10, verbal protocol, description)

(3.3a) was what the writer uttered while writing. The line right below it provides
gloss for whatever Chinese word uttered. (3.3b) was what the writer actually put
down on paper, aligned in time with the utterance of (3.3a). The italicized part
(First and foremost) in (3.3b) is the target connector.

The abbreviation ‘H’ in the bracket just below example (3.3) stands for the
Chinese High group in which the participant falls. The number ‘10’ following the
letter ‘H’ indicates the number of the participant, that is, the writer is the tenth
participant in the High group.

When all the verbal reports were transcribed, they were analyzed in two steps.
First, the researcher read through the transcripts and marked all the protocols that
indicated mental activities concerning connector manipulation. The researcher
then segmented the marked transcriptions into meaningful chunks representing
different types of mental activities. Each segment contained a single idea unit.

Next, a coding system for the mental activities was developed, as there were no
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coding instruments available in the existing literature. Tentative categories were
framed first based on the data obtained from the pilot study and then refined
iteratively when the recorded data were collected in the actual study. The
catalogued mental activities were exemplified with examples randomly chosen
from the participants’ concurrent verbal reports (Appendix 10). In the examples,
the speech and grammatical errors were kept as originally verbalized by the
participants. For the current purposes, the finalized categories describe only the
activities reflecting writers’ use of connectors and are not intended to exhaust all
mental events.

The coding of the mental activities was finalized by checking both intra-coder and
inter-coder reliability. To ensure the intra-coder consistency, the researcher
re-coded all the protocols by reviewing video and the audio recordings for
accuracy. Also, two independent coders were invited to independently code the
protocols. Their codings were compared with each other’s as well as the
researcher’s. Coder consistency was determined through an agreement formula,
i.e., number of agreements / total number of observations × 100 (Silliman, Bahr,
Beasman, & Wilkinson, 2000). The percentage of agreement between the
researcher and one coder was 82.6% and with the other coder was 87.9%. The
agreement between the two independent coders themselves was 84.6%.
Discrepancies in codings were resolved through discussion by reviewing the
definitions of each event.

To facilitate date analysis, the identified mental activities (Refer to Appendix 10)
were categorized in two ways. First, they were classified into four types according
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to the temporal points of their occurrences: (1) ‘pre-activities’, occurring before
the writer wrote down a connector, (2) ‘same-time activities’, occurring while the
writer was writing down a connector, (3) ‘post-activities’, occurring after the
writer wrote down a connector, and (4) ‘no reported activities’, when a connector
was not accompanied by a report of any mental activity.

Second, the identified mental activities were categorized into five types according
to their functions and the cognitive workloads they demand in the writing process:
(1) initiation, (2) revision, (3) comment-making, (4) decision-making, and (5)
monologue-conducting.

We take a look at (1) initiation and (2) revision first. Out of all the times when a
thought occurs, the very first occurrence is usually spontaneous and performs a
function of initiation. Writers could then make decisions of either keeping it,
revising it or rejecting it (Smith, 1994). To make this decision, writers often
evaluate the sentence parts which have been produced so far through rereading
(Hayes, 2004). This process performs the function of revision.

Hayes (2004) defines evaluative reading, problem-solving and decision-making as
sub-activities of revision. If we analyse Hayes’ classification of the three
sub-activities of revision, we could find that they can be regrouped into two types
based on the cognitive workload they require: (1) evaluative reading, and (2)
problem-solving and decision-making. The former one tends to be less cognitively
demanding than the latter two, because evaluating whether a linguistic item meets
the current requirements is easier (less cognitively demanding) than to reason out
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a suitable solution to a problem and to test whether the solution works.

The classification of activities which is based on cognitive workload is useful for
the current study because cognitive workload could influence ESL learners’
choice of reporting language. Since ESL learners have two languages at their
disposal when reporting mental activities, they are highly likely to choose the
more familiar language—their L1—to handle the cognitively more demanding
activities. Therefore, the current study does not include problem-solving and
decision-making, but only evaluative reading as a sub-activity of revision.

The last three types of activities, (3) comment-making, (4) decision-making and
(5) monologue-conducting, behave differently from initiation and revision. They
are reported when ESL writers monitor their writing process by checking stylistic
appropriateness, such as the choice of words and vividness of expressions. For
example, writers may comment on the connectors they are considering, such as: if
their choice is grammatically suitable or if the choice is the best one to fit in the
current textual situation. These comments are helpful for writers to make
decisions of which connector they would finally choose. In the process of
decision-making, writers could conduct self-questioning when they cannot be so
sure about their decisions. They may ask themselves questions such as whether
the connector they want to select conveys the right relations between the two
linguistic units or whether the connector is the best one they can think of.

Initiation and revision are different from comment-making, decision-making and
monologue-conducting. The former two requires less cognitive workload than the
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latter three. The differences and their functions will be illustrated in more details
in Section 5.2.

To make the frequencies of mental activities reported by the different groups
comparable, the researcher did not input the raw number, but the number of
mental activities that occurred per ten connectors into SPSS for calculation of
means, SD and significances. First, the researcher calculated the mental activity
occurrences per ten connectors for each composition. The calculating process was
similar to the calculation for connectors per 100 words (Section 3.4.1). The
number of connectors in each composition was first divided by ten. Then, the
number of mental activities reported while the participant was writing that
composition was divided by that result. For example, if a participant came up with
x connectors which were accompanied with y occurrences of mental activities
while writing a composition, the mental activity occurrences per ten connectors
was y/ (x/10).

Second, one-way ANOVA was used to test the mean difference of the mental
activity occurrences per ten connectors. In particular, between-group and
within-group one-way ANOVA were used to process the data to test the inter- and
intra-group differences across and within the Chinese High, Mid, Low and the
Native groups. To meet the current purposes, only the main figures, rather than all
the figures that were gained through ANOVA, would be discussed.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter describes the profiles of the Chinese and the native-English speaking
participants. It also presents the procedures of data collection. Finally, it discusses
the way in which the connector and verbal data were analysed. The findings will
be presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter will begin with the quantitative findings of the connector patterns,
followed by the patterns of mental activities. Data provided by the Chinese
students will be compared with those of the native-English speakers when
necessary. Also, data will be compared across the three Chinese groups.

4.2 Quantitative Analysis of the Connector Patterns
4.2.1 General Findings
Thirty-six texts, twelve for each of the three text types, were produced by each of
the three groups of Chinese students and also the group of native-English speakers.
The overall and average word counts and the raw frequencies of connectors that
are identified in the texts are displayed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 respectively.

Table 4.1 Sum, mean and SD of the word counts of all the English texts
Proficiency Level
Number of Texts
Total Word Counts
36
7,098
Low
36
7,917
Mid
36
7,737
High
36
7,683
Native

Mean
591.50
659.75
644.75
640.25

SD
58.35
109.85
87.53
142.50

As we can see from Table 4.1, the Low group produces the lowest word count.
The word counts for the other three groups (Mid, High and Native) are not very
different.
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Table 4.2 Mean and SD of connectors per 100 words
Proficiency Level
Mean
3.08
Low
3.40
Mid
2.98
High
2.78
Native

SD
0.652
1.048
0.697
0.942

In general, the Native group uses fewer connectors than the Chinese groups.
Among the three Chinese groups, the Mid group uses more connectors than the
other two groups.

4.2.2 Between-group Analysis
Through one-way ANOVA, means and SD of the connector occurrences per 100
words are calculated (Table 4.3) and compared between the Chinese and the
Native groups.

Table

4.3

Comparisons of connectors per
native-American-English writers
Proficiency Level
Mean
3.08
Low
2.78
Native

100

words

SD
0.652
0.942

between

Chinese

and

Significance
0.406 (p < 0.5)

Mid
Native

3.40
2.78

1.048
0.942

0.083 (p < 0.5)

High
Native

2.98
2.78

0.697
0.942

0.584 (p > 0.5)

Two interesting patterns emerge from the comparisons between the Chinese and
native-English writers. First, the Mid and Low groups produce significantly more
connectors than the native-English writers (p < 0.5). Second, the High group, in
contrast,

does

not

demonstrate

a

significant

difference

from

their

native-English-speaking counterparts (p > 0.5), suggesting the High group, by and
large, may have linguistic maturity to adopt a reasonable number of connectors as
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their native-English counterparts.

Table 4.4 summarizes comparisons of connector frequencies across the three
Chinese groups.

Table 4.4 Comparisons of connectors per 100 words between Chinese Low, Mid and High groups
Proficiency Level
Mean
SD
Significance
2.98
0.697
High
0.228 (p < 0.5)
3.40
1.048
Mid
High
Low

2.98
3.08

0.697
0.652

0.775 (p > 0.5)

Mid
Low

3.40
3.08

1.048
0.652

0.355 (p < 0.5)

As shown in Table 4.4, there is no significant difference between the High and
Low groups (p > 0.5). The Mid group comes up with the highest connector
frequencies (Mean=3.40), which is significantly different from those of both the
High and Low groups.

Connector occurrences in each type of texts are also examined as a key focus
(Table 4.5).

Table 4.5 Connectors per 100 words with regard to different text types
Text Type
Proficiency Level
Mean
SD
Low
2.60
1.076
Mid
2.84
1.309
Argumentations
High
3.04
1.308
Native
2.37
1.018

Significance
* 0.547 (p > 0.5)

Descriptions

Low
Mid
High
Native

3.75
3.93
3.08
2.35

1.080
1.055
1.224
1.050

* 0.004 (p < 0.5)

Narrations

Low
Mid
High
Native

2.88
3.35
2.84
3.54

0.810
1.570
0.826
1.583

* 0.443 (p < 0.5)
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* the p value shows the difference between the four groups rather than between each pair

According to the above table, the four groups of participants significantly differ in
the number of connectors used in descriptions (p < 0.5) and narrations (p < 0.5).
Yet, no significant (p > 0.5) difference exists between the number of connectors in
argumentations.

The connectors are also analyzed in terms of each type. Table 4.6 shows the mean
and SD of each connector type in the English texts that were produced by all four
groups.

Table 4.6 Adversative, causal and temporal connectors per
argumentations, descriptions and narrations written
native-American-English speakers
Connector Type
Proficiency Level
Mean
Low
0.64
Mid
0.80
Adversative
High
0.54
Native
1.04

Causal

Low
Mid
High
Native

0.91
0.71
0.92
0.64

100 words in the English
by the Chinese students and
SD
0.297
0.307
0.297
0.375
0.458
0.403
0.212
0.464

Significance
* 0.003 (p < 0.5)

* 0.232 (p < 0.5)

Low
1.50
0.510
Mid
1.87
0.735
* 0.026 (p < 0.5)
Temporal
High
1.50
0.651
Native
1.11
0.399
* the p value shows the difference between the four groups rather than between each pair

According to the above table, the occurrences of adversative, causal and temporal
connectors in the English compositions written by the four groups significantly
differ (p < 0.5).

In particular, the adversative connectors in English compositions written by the
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Chinese and the native-English speaking groups are compared, as shown in Table
4.7.

Table 4.7 Comparisons of adversative connectors per 100 words in the English argumentations,
descriptions and narration between Native and each Chinese group
Text Type
Proficiency Level
Mean
SD
Significance
High
0.73
0.518
0.430 (p < 0.5)
Native
1.24
0.672
Mid
1.03
0.702
0.398 (p < 0.5)
Argumentation
Native
1.24
0.672
Low
0.93
0.463
0.201 (p < 0.5)
Native
1.24
0.672

Description

Narration

High
Native
Mid
Native
Low
Native

0.28
0.27
0.53
0.27
0.41
0.27

0.286
0.320
0.481
0.320
0.408
0.320

High
Native
Mid
Native
Low
Native

0.56
1.54
0.87
1.54
0.59
1.54

0.507
0.754
0.671
0.754
0.665
0.754

0.915 (p > 0.5)
0.104 (p < 0.5)
0.368 (p < 0.5)

0.001 (p < 0.5)
0.015 (p < 0.5)
0.001 (p < 0.5)

According to the above table, the numbers of adversative connectors in
descriptions written by the Mid and Low groups are higher than that of the Native
group. However, all the three Chinese groups significantly use fewer adversative
connectors in argumentations and narrations than the native-English speaking
group.

4.2.3 Within-group Analysis
The use of connectors in different text types are also compared within each of the
four groups. The results in Table 4.8 are produced.

Table 4.8 Within-group comparisons of connectors per 100 words with regard to different text
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types
Proficiency Level

Text Type
Argumentations
Descriptions
Narrations

Mean
2.60
3.75
2.88

SD
1.076
1.080
0.810

Mid

Argumentations
Descriptions
Narrations

2.84
3.93
3.35

1.309
1.055
1.570

* 0.450
(p < 0.5)

High

Argumentations
Descriptions
Narrations

3.04
3.08
2.84

1.308
1.224
0.826

* 0.850
(p > 0.5)

Low

Significance
* 0.015
(p < 0.5)

Argumentations
2.38
1.018
* 0.016
Descriptions
2.35
1.050
Native
(p < 0.5)
Narrations
3.54
1.583
* the p value shows the difference between the three text types rather than between each pair

According to Table 4.8, all the Chinese groups use connectors most often in
descriptions; while the Native group uses connectors most often in narrations. For
the Chinese High group, the connector frequencies in argumentations, descriptions
and narrations do not significantly differ (p > 0.5).

Table 4.9 presents results of within-group comparisons with regard to different
types of connectors.

Table 4.9 Within-group comparisons of connectors per 100 words with regard to different types of
connectors
Proficiency Level
Connector Type
Mean
SD
Significance
Adversative
0.64
0.297
* 0.000
Causal
0.91
0.458
Low
(p < 0.5)
Temporal
1.50
0.510

Mid

Adversative
Causal
Temporal

0.80
0.71
1.87

0.307
0.403
0.735

* 0.000
(p < 0.5)

High

Adversative
Causal
Temporal

0.54
0.92
1.50

0.297
0.212
0.651

* 0.000
(p < 0.5)

Adversative
1.04
0.375
* 0.005
Causal
0.64
0.464
(p < 0.5)
Temporal
1.11
0.399
* the p value shows the difference between the three connector types rather than between each pair
Native
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According to Table 4.9, temporal connectors are used most extensively by all the
four groups. As for the least used items, the High and Low groups use fewest
adversative whereas the Mid and Native use fewest causal connectors. Both
Chinese and native-English writers significantly vary in the number of connectors
in their English argumentations, descriptions and narrations (p < 0.5).

4.3 Quantitative Analysis of the Mental Activities in Verbal Reports
4.3.1 General Findings
In this part, findings from verbal reports will be reported. The following table
summarizes the number and duration of the verbal reports and interviews (Table
3.3 reprinted as Table 4.10 here).

Table 4.10 Number and duration of the preliminary interviews, concurrent verbal reports,
retrospective verbal reports and following-up interviews
Average
Proficiency
Number of
Duration
Duration
Activities/Tasks
Level
Sessions
(minutes)
(minutes)
Preliminary interviews
12
99
8.3
Concurrent verbal reports
36
868
24.1
Low
Retrospective verbal reports &
12
124
10.3
following-up interviews

Mid

High

Native

Preliminary interviews
Concurrent verbal reports
Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

12
36

170
932

14.2
25.9

12

152

12.7

Preliminary interviews
Concurrent verbal reports
Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

12
36

181
791

15.1
22.0

12

148

12.3

Preliminary interviews
Concurrent verbal reports
Retrospective verbal reports &
following-up interviews

N/A
36

N/A
363

N/A
10.1

12

125

10.4
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The average duration of the preliminary interviews is the longest for the High and
shortest for the Low group. As for the average duration for the writing task with
concurrent verbal reports, the Chinese students spend more time (twice as long)
than their native-English speaking counterparts; however, the three Chinese
groups do not differ substantially from each other. The average duration for
retrospective verbal reports and following-up interviews is not very different
across all four groups.

To make the frequencies of mental activities reported by the Chinese and
native-English speakers comparable, the researcher calculated means and SD of
mental activities per ten connectors (Table 4.11). Also, the significance level
within the three Chinese groups and between the Chinese and native-English
speaking groups are presented.

Table 4.11 Mean, SD and significance of all the mental activities per ten connectors
Proficiency Level
Mean
SD
Significance
10.27
5.886
Low
11.12
5.611
* 0.219 (p < 0.5)
** 0.000
Mid
(p < 0.5)
7.467
4.057
High
1.36
1.724
Native
* the p value shows the difference between the three Chinese groups rather than between each pair
** the p value shows the difference between the four groups rather than between each pair

The figures in Table 4.11 indicate significant difference (p < 0.5) of mental
activities between the Chinese groups and the Native group. The means of mental
activities of all the three Chinese groups exceed those of the native-English
writers. When we make a comparison between the three Chinese groups, we also
find a significant difference across them (p < 0.5).
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4.3.2 Between-group and Within-group Analysis of the Pre-, Same-time- and
Post- Mental Activities
As aforementioned in section 3.4.2, the reported mental activities upon connector
manipulation are categorized into four types according to the temporal points of
their occurrences: ‘pre-activities’, ‘same-time activities’, ‘post-activities’ and ‘no
reported activities’. In the current analysis, the category of ‘no mental activities’
was not taken into consideration, as no information was evoked when writers did
not report anything on their thinking at the moment of writing. Also, the category
of the ‘same-time activities’ was not considered as they occurred too rarely in the
concurrent verbal reports to lead to any statistical significance.

The mean, SD and significance of the pre- and post-activities per ten connectors
are compared within as well as across groups (Table 4.12).

Table 4.12 Within-group and across-group comparisons of the pre- and post-mental activities per
ten connectors
Low
Mid
High
Native
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Significance
* 0.000
6.70
4.575
9.28
4.513
6.42
4.407
1.18
1.781
Pre(p < 0.5)
* 0.000
3.28
1.763
1.84
1.494
1.26
0.827
0.18
0.317
Post(p < 0.5)
Significance 0.010 (p < 0.5) 0.000 (p < 0.5) 0.002 (p < 0.5) 0.094 (p < 0.5)
* the p value shows the difference between the four groups rather than between each pair

The above table presents the differences of the pre- and post-activities across the
four groups. First, the within-group comparison shows that all the participants
report more pre- than post- activities. This contrast is statistically significant for
all four groups of writers (p < 0.5). Second, the across-group comparison suggests
that the native-English users report the fewest pre- and post- mental activities. As
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for the Chinese groups, the Mid group reports the most pre-activities, with a mean
of 9.28; the Low reports more post-activities, with a mean of 3.28, compared to
means of 1.26 and 1.84 for the High and Mid groups respectively.

4.3.3 Between-group and Within-group Comparison of the Mental Activities
Reported in Chinese and English
Table 4.13 shows the mean, SD and significance of the mental activities (in
English or Chinese) per ten connectors. Since the native-English speakers report
in no other languages than their L1 English, only Chinese students are included in
the analysis.

Table 4.13 Within-group and across-group comparisons of the mental activities reported in English
and Chinese per ten connectors
Low
Mid
High
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Significance
6.38
3.54
5.78
2.563
4.93
2.383
*
0.467
(p < 0.5)
English
3.81
3.405
5.32
3.930
2.46
2.623
*
0.130
(p < 0.5)
Chinese
Significance
0.043 (p < 0.5)
0.671 (p > 0.5)
0.011 (p < 0.5)
* the p value shows the difference between the three groups rather than between each pair

First, we can see, from Table 4.13, the High and Low report significantly more
English activities (p < 0.5) than the Chinese ones. The Mid reports a mean of 5.78
for English activities compared to a mean of 5.32 for Chinese ones. This contrast
is non-significant (p > 0.5). Second, the Low reports the most English activities
with a mean of 6.38 whereas the Mid group reports the most Chinese activities
with a mean of 5.32.
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4.4 Summary
This chapter reports the main findings. It first discusses the quantitative findings
of connector patterns within and across the Chinese Low, Mid, High and the
Native groups. Then, quantitative results of the mental activities in concurrent
verbal reports are presented. These findings will be discussed and illustrated in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Connector Patterns
According to the previous studies, ESL learners generally use more connectors in
English texts than native-English speakers. However, they tend to use fewer
adversative connectors in argumentations and narrations than their native-English
speaking counterparts (Deng, 2006; Kang, 2005). These findings are partially
supported in the current study. The following section will discuss the results of the
present study in relation to those of the previous ones. Explanations of the
differences and similarities will be provided.

5.1.1 Connector Frequencies in the English Texts of the Three Chinese Groups

The Mid and Low groups produce significantly more connectors than the Native
group. However, there is no significant difference between the High and the
Native group.

In the previous research, connector overuse has been attested in L2 English texts.
This pattern is probably universal, as it is shown in L2 English texts written by
English learners with diverse L1 language backgrounds such as Arabic (Hinkel,
2001), Chinese (Bolton, Nelson & Hung, 2002; Lee, 2003), Hungarian (Tankó,
2004), Indonesian (Hinkel, 2001), Japanese (Hinkel, 2001; Narita, Sato & Sugiura,
2004), Korean (Hinkel, 2001; Kang, 2005), and Lithuanian (Burneikaitė, 2009).
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According to Burneikaitė (2009), one possible reason for connector overuse is the
false belief that is held by English language learners, especially learners of low or
intermediate levels, that the more connectors are used, the more textual coherence
can be created. Hinkle (2001) asserts that this belief is reflected in ESL writers’
English texts as connectors represent the most prevalent overt means of tying
portions of text together, even when the ideas in texts seem to be disjointed.

The same reason seems to apply to the current study too. In the following-up
interviews, the Chinese participants, especially participants in the Mid and Low
groups, confessed that they would apply a connector in the process of writing
when the assigned text type was less often practiced and when they did not know
how to organize their ideas. They felt that if two ideas did not form a natural and
smooth flow of thought, a connector could always work to make them cohesive.
In other words, whenever they felt that the relation between two linguistic units
was not fully conveyed, they would use a connector to fix the connection.
Consider the following reflections:

(5.1) 我覺得是因為前兩篇不知道怎麼寫，

就喜歡用連詞，來，

I did not know how to do the first two writing tasks. So I would use connectors to,

就是，代替，就是連接下邊那個，不，因為涉及這種文體的寫得比較少，
that is, replace, to link the following.

No.

I rarely practice this kind of English text.

用連詞能夠把句子給串在一起。
Connectors can link the sentences.

(M4, following-up interview)

(5.2) 如果就是在寫的時候，不太順暢，不太順暢的話，

我就會需要連詞

If, while writing, the idea flow is not smooth, the idea flow is not smooth, I could need a connector

來做一個潤滑它一下。
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to smooth it.

(L8, following-up interview)

(5.3) 就是想得比較順的話，

思路比較順的話，

If the train of through goes well, if the train of through goes well,

就很少加連詞。

這個思路比較斷斷續續的，就會加一些連詞。

I would not use connectors that often. If I lose the train of thoughts,

I would use connectors.

(L9, following-up interview)

According to the above excerpts, the Chinese student writers probably hold the
same belief as the one suggested by Burneikait (2009) that the more connectors
are used, the more cohesive texts would be. In (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3), the students
from the Mid and Low groups reported that they would apply connectors when
they lost train of thought as well as when they were not comfortable with the
relation between two linguistic units. This could explain why the students with
lower proficiency levels come up with more connectors. The Mid and Low-level
students, compared with the High, are of low linguistic ability with less L2
knowledge and resources. They may encounter difficulties in expressing ideas in
English more often than the High group. Thus, applying connectors is a strategy
for them to maintain cohesion between two linguistic unites. However,
over-adoption of connectors could not guarantee that cohesion is achieved. This is
illustrated in the following example:

(5.4) (i) Firstly, the student must have a card which record identify message. (ii) It is
access to the library and borrow books. (iii) Secondly, the student should find
out the books’ position in library with using internet before enter books’ room.
(iv) Thirdly, the students must ensure the books which he want to when he get
it. (v) Next, the student take the books to signing. (vi) Finally, the student asked
bring the books to library which his borrow books.
(L7, description)
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The above paragraph is extracted from a text of description, in which the
Low-level writer describes the procedure of checking out books from the library.
This paragraph contains six sentences and, of these, all but sentence (ii) begins
with a temporal connector. It is possible for readers to understand that the writer is
illustrating one step of the procedure every time when a connector comes up.
However, the extensive use of connectors could make the textual development
rather rigid and artificial. The writer reported the reasons for the extensive
connector use in the following:

(5.5) 當我的思維比較流暢的時候，我是很少會選擇這種連詞，如果當時我寫到
When my train of thought goes well,

I rarely use connectors.

一些，遇到一些障礙， 或者是難以表達的時候，
some,

encounter difficulties,

無話可說的時候，

or if I cannot get the meaning across,

我就會，會使用連詞，

I do not know what I should say,

I would,

When I write about,

或者是
or

就，

would use connectors, to,

幫助轉，幫助排序或是轉。
to transfer,

to organize ideas or make a transfer.

(L7, following-up interview)

According to the writer, connectors were not devices to signal relations between
linguistic units, but a way to give order to unorganized thoughts. As shown in
passage (5.4), although the writer used abundant connectors, the ideas may not be
easily processed by the readers. The readers’ train of thought can even be
interrupted each time when a connector comes up because the clutter of
connectors breaks up the flow of ideas.

The problem of overusing connectors becomes less obvious when the students
reach a high level of L2 proficiency. In the current study, there is no significant
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difference of connector frequency between the High and Native groups.
According to the CET6 requirements shown in Table 3.1 in section 3.2.1, the High
group’s (CET6 passers) L2 proficiency level is very high. Therefore, like their
native-English speaking counterparts, they do not have to rely solely on
connectors to achieve cohesion. The High-level students, being more linguistically
mature, could adopt other cohesive devices such as relexicalization and reiteration
in terms of synonyms, hyponyms, or superordinates to form textual linkages as
their native-English speaking counterparts. Considering the following texts
written by a native-English writer:

(5.6) Step one locate a computer, ideally on the main floor near the door...
Next, type in the book, author or subject you would like to borrow…
The final step is to return the book by the due date assigned during the checkout
process or to renew the due date if one need the book(s) for a longer period of
time…
(N2, description)

The native-English writer of (5.6) used the connector next as well as reiteration of
the word step as in ‘Step one’ and ‘The final step’ to form a connection. Similarly,
the Chinese High group is also able to use reiteration to signal each step in a
process as shown in (5.7) below:

(5.7) The first stage is that you should seek all the books for which you really
wanted…
The next stage is to take them to the reception where you need to note down
your information, such as name, gender and your major subject…
The last step is that you need to keep the borrowed books clean and take
several measures to prevent them from being stolen…
(H2, description)
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The High-level Chinese writer of (5.7) formulated the lexical linkage by using
synonyms stage and step. The lexical devices would enable the writer to convey
connections of meaning without using too many connectors. Therefore, at the
High level, the connector overuse is no longer a problem.

Unlike the High group, the Chinese Mid and Low group rely more on connectors
to create connections. For example,

(5.8) Firstly, we should find the entrance of library. Secondly, we must know our
books which we need now before we enter the library. Thirdly, it is necessary
for us to find the location of the borrowing place…Finally, we should hand in
our student certification to the uncle or auntie who arranges the books.
(M2, description)

In excerpt (5.8), the Mid-level writer used firstly, secondly, thirdly and finally to
present each step in the process of checking out books from a library. Compared
with the Native and High groups, the Mid-level writers could not skillfully
manipulate the lexical cohesive devices, such as lexical reiteration by means of
synonymy, hyponymy and relexicalization, and rely mainly on connectors.
Likewise, the Low group also depends on connectors. For instance,

(5.9) Firstly, you must have a borrow-book’s card…Secondly, you can go to the place
that it has lots of books with your borrow-books’ card, or you can find your
fonded book in the computer.….
Thirdly, you need to make a work for your borrowed books.
(L4, description)

In excerpt (5.9), the Low-level writer applied temporal connectors firstly, secondly
and thirdly to introduce each step in the process of checking out books. Similar to
the Mid group, the Low group may not be linguistically mature enough to
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manipulate other cohesive devices to form connections and have to rely on
connectors only. Also, both the Low and Mid groups tend to use connectors that
are concerned with simple ordinal numbers.

5.1.2 Mid Group’s Highest Connector Occurrences

The Mid group comes up with the highest connector frequencies, which are
significantly different from those of both the High and Low.

According to the previous findings, the higher the ESL writers’ proficiencies are,
the larger number of connectors they would use in English texts (Deng, 2006,
2010; Grant & Ginther, 2000; Kiany & Nejad, 2001; Yang & Sun, 2012). The
possible reason is that as the writers develop their linguistic ability, they seem to
be more and more aware of the linking functions of connectors. Consequently, the
more proficient ESL writers make more use of connectors than the less proficient
ones (Grant & Ginther, 2000).

However, our findings do not conform perfectly with these findings. In the current
study, the Mid group used more connectors than the Low group, but the High did
not use more connectors than the Mid group. The findings may suggest that the
ESL learners use more connectors as they are becoming more proficient; however,
the increasing trend peaks when ESL learners reach a certain point (Mid-level
group in the current study) and then the number of connectors used by them
would go down.
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The difference of the findings between the previous and present studies may lie in
the different grouping criteria for L2 proficiency levels. For example, Deng (2006)
investigated connector patterns in CET4 essays written by Chinese English
learners. He found that ESL writers with high proficiency levels use more
connectors than less proficient ones. Deng (2010) carried out another study to
analyze connector patterns in a corpus of CET4 essays written by Chinese English
learners with diverse proficiencies and gains similar findings. In Deng’s two
studies (2006, 2010), the proficiency groups are determined according to how
high the participants’ CET4 scores are. However, the current study uses the results
of two CET tests—CET4 and CET6: the Low group students failed CET4; the
Mid group students passed CET4; the High group students passed CET6. Thus,
the participants of the current study cover a much wider range of proficiency
levels, which means the Low and High groups in the current study are
respectively lower and higher than those in Deng’s studies.

Also, in Castro’s (2004) study, thirty Filipino college freshmen were asked to
write a no-time-limit take-home essay. Their essays were assessed and grouped
into low-, mid- and high levels. Across the three levels, no significant diversity in
the frequency of connectors was detected. Castro’s participants were all college
freshmen and their proficiency levels may not be far apart from each other. Also
the grouping of the three levels was based only on the scores of the writing task,
which may not represent the participants’ L2 proficiencies very well. The
grouping in the current study was based on the scores that the Chinese students
gained in reliable proficiency tests, in which the abilities of using vocabulary,
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listening, reading and writing were all tested and thus could represent the general
proficiency levels.

In the current study, although both the Low and High groups use fewer connectors
than the Mid group, the reasons are obviously different. For the High group, the
reason may lie in a fact that the High-level students, being more linguistically
mature and more skilled, could adopt both connectors and other linguistic devices
such as relexicalization and reiteration to form textual linkages as discussed in
section 5.1.1.

For the Low group, the reason for the less use of connectors is their lack of
knowledge about the usage of connectors in English. As mentioned in section
5.1.1, in comparison with the Native group, the Low uses more connectors to
make a superficial cohesion. Yet, when compared with the Mid level, the Low
group lacks connector knowledge and thus uses fewer connectors in English
compositions. As reported in the following-up interviews, the Low group students
are aware of the linking function of connectors, but since they are unsure whether
they could use connectors in an appropriate way, the Low-level writers tend to
avoid using certain connectors. Considering the following excerpt:

(5.10) 在我的意識裡邊我感覺應該是，好幾個句子可以用這種連詞的。
In my mind, I feel that it is supposed to,

connectors can link sentences.

但是， 我感覺因為老是，就是在練習寫作的時候，
However, I feel that I always,

when practicing English writing,

感覺連詞還比較容易犯錯啊， 嗯，所以就是，很自然的，
I feel that I may use connectors wrongly. Um,
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then,

naturally,

就會不太願意，不太願意連。
I would not,

would not be very keen on using connectors.

(L3, following-up interview)

The writer reported that she would be hesitant in using connectors because she
was afraid of making mistakes. Consequently, during the course of meaning
constructions, Low-level writers may give up their desire of using connectors.
Sometimes, absence of connectors may hinder readers’ understanding of the texts.
Considering the following passage from an argumentation:

(5.11) (i) And the society develop very soon. (ii) The mobile phones are very useful
for us. (iii) If we do not have it, we will be feel very boring in our life. (iv) We
should use it in a good method.
(L1, argumentation)

In the above excerpt, the writer stated the reasons for her standpoint of why
mobile phones should not be forbidden in universities. Without any connectors
being applied, the relations between ideas are vague for the readers. For instance,
the writer put sentence (i) and (ii) side by side without indicating their relations.
Readers may interpret the relation between (i) and (ii) as ‘the society develop very
soon’ (new scientific discoveries are being made and reported every day) therefore,
‘mobile phones are very useful for us’ (for us to access what happened and is
happening around us). Alternatively, readers may interpret the relation as: in the
modern society which develops fast, mobile phones are becoming useful for us.
The insufficient use of the connectors could cause readers’ misunderstanding or
misinterpretation because they are not guided through the development of ideas.

In general, the Low, Mid and High groups in this study, covering a wider range of
different proficiency levels, display the following connector use pattern:
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Figure 5.1 Means of connectors per 100 words that is produced by the Chinese Low, Mid and High
groups

The High, with a very high proficiency level allowing them to use different
cohesive devices other than connectors, displays a lower level of connector
frequency (mean = 2.98). The Low group, with very poor knowledge of
connectors, may avoid using certain connectors, and so the connector frequency is
also low (mean = 3.08). The Mid group, on the one hand, is not proficient enough
to use other cohesive devices as skillfully as the High group, but, on the other
hand, has more knowledge about the usage of different connectors in English than
the Low. Therefore, the Mid uses more connectors than the other two groups
(mean = 3.40).

In sum, our findings only partially support the findings of the previous studies. It
is widely found that ESL learners tend to use more connectors than native-English
speakers and the more proficient ESL learners are, the more connectors they tend
to use. However, our findings show that the rising trend from low to high
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proficiency levels will peak when the learners’ proficiency level reaches a certain
point and then turn downward. This is a very important finding of the current
study, which has both theoretical and pedagogical implications, which will be
discussed later on.

5.1.3 Low Frequencies of Adversative Connectors in the English Texts of the
Three Chinese Groups

Although the Chinese groups, the Low and the Mid groups in particular, use
more connectors than the Native group, they use fewer adversative connectors
in English argumentations and narrations than the Native group.

If we take a closer look at connectors by category, we can find that the Chinese
writers use significantly fewer adversative connectors than the Native group in
two of the three text types: argumentations and narrations (Refer to Table 4.7 in
Section 4.2.2). This finding is consistent with those in Deng’s (2006)
investigations. Deng compares connectors in argumentative essays written by
Chinese non-English-major college students with those in native-English
speakers’ texts. The results show that despite the general overuse of connectors,
the adversative connectors are underused by Chinese students. Deng asserts that a
possible reason is the problems that learners experience when expressing contrast
relations in English. Since adversative connectors convey contrastive relations
which are subtle and hard to conceptualize, ESL learners often find it difficult to
use adversative connectors as they do not know when and how to implement them
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to signal adversative concepts, opposition and adverse circumstance in writing
(Ho & Waugh, 2008). When such is the case, it is possible that some of the
contrastive relations are not clearly signaled by adversative connectors.

Deng’s explanation seems to apply to the current study. However, it is not the
whole story. The current analysis of the writing samples provides evidence for
another reason to explain the fewer occurrences of adversative connectors in the
English argumentations and narrations—the rigid textual developments produced
by the Chinese student writers.

In argumentations, as discussed in Section 2.4, arguments do not progress
temporally. Writers of argumentations first introduce their claim and then bring up
facts and evidence to argue for it. At the same time, they need to argue against
opposing views. Argumentative cohesion exists when writers continuously refer
back to their claim when providing evidences to support it and refute opposing
opnions (Smith, 2003). However, it has been found that the Chinese writers and
their native-English speaking counterparts develop argumentations in different
ways: Chinese writers may simply list reasons for their views, while the
native-English writers may try to contrast and compare different views or discuss
cause-result relations when they develop their views. In general, the
argumentation of the native-English writers is more sophisticated than that of the
Chinese writers. For example,

(5.12) (i) I think phones can be a dangerous thing (in terms of cheating and what not)
but phones ultimately give students a sense of freedom and independence. (ii)
Phones allow students to become more social and friendly towards other
students, thus creating a more ‘university’ atmosphere. (iii) Phones allow
students to do things in other ways that they would not be able to do without
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them.
(N7, argumentation)

Excerpt (5.12) represents how the native-English writer develops arguments. The
native-English writer illustrated reasons to support her view—mobile phones
should not be forbidden in universities. In sentence (i), with but contrasting the
previous opinion ‘I think phones can be a dangerous thing’, the writer introduced
her standpoint and led the reader see the core of arguments. In the following
sentences (ii) and (iii), she identified conditions to further back up her viewpoint.
The core argument is like a tree trunk and the supporting arguments are like
branches gradually growing out of the trunk, thus creating a three-dimensional
argumentation. In comparison, the Chinese writer develops viewpoints in a flat
and liner manner. For example,

(5.13) Firstly, we should not leave the mobile phones. Only by the mobile phones, we
can keep in touch with our friend, giving a call or sending messages to them.
Second, we left our home and went to college. Our parents must miss us all
the time. So we should call them in our spare time by the mobile phone. Next,
some students have no computes. They can only know the society by mobile
phones, watching the views and not so on.
(L5, argumentation)

In excerpt (5.13), with temporal connectors firstly, secondly and next introducing
each of the reasons to support the writer’s standpoint, the textual development was
rather flat and linear. The Chinese writer simply listed her reasons one by one,
without indicating any reservations, oppositions and counter-rebuttals of others’
opinions.

Argumentations are about reasoning and standpoints verification. To persuade
readers to accept certain points, the writer has to show these points are better than
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possible opposing or different ones. This could result in more adversative
connectors in argumentations (Ramos, 2010). Also, based on the nature of the
argumentative writing, readers may expect few temporal connectors (Wang & Cho,
2010). However, in the above excerpt (5.13), the Chinese writer relies on temporal
connectors to develop arguments and to introduce each of the points. Quantitative
evidence (Table 5.1) also shows that the Chinese students significantly use more
temporal terms in argumentations than their native-English speaking counterparts.

Table 5.1 Temporal connectors in argumentations by the Chinese and native-English speakers
Proficiency Level
Mean
SD
Significance
High
1.18
1.160
0.027 (p < 0.5)
Native
0.39
0.380
Mid
1.03
0.938
0.068 (p < 0.5)
Native
0.39
0.380
Low
0.82
0.670
0.222 (p < 0.5)
Native
0.39
0.380

According to the figures shown in the above table, all Chinese groups use
significantly

more

temporal

connectors

in

argumentations

than

their

native-English counterparts. These figures indicate that the Chinese students
develop their argumentative viewpoints in a linear manner. According to excerpt
(5.13) above, the Chinese student writer arranges the three reasons for his (or her)
main argument in a sequence linked by temporal connectors. This could hinder
readers from seeing the logical development between these arguments, as there is
no gradual development of main arguments through contrasting, analyzing and
reasoning.

Although relations and structures can be expressed by cohesive devices such as
connectors (Mann & Thompson, 1988), connectors are not a guarantee of textual
coherence, if they are not appropriately used to signal relations between each part.
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Coherence is the basis for readers to understand a text. It relies on the relations
between each proposition with the whole text, and on connections between each
part (Mann & Thompson, 1988; Taboada & Mann, 2006). In a coherent text, the
basic and general information is the core, with all the additional information
contributing to it. The core and the additional parts are not only well connected,
but also connected hierarchically (Taboada & Mann, 2006). Thus, the first
criterion of evaluating textual coherence is good connections, that is, whether
each part of a text plays a role with relations to any other parts. In this sense, the
Chinese ESL learners’ argumentations may be coherent, in that the writers do
bring up the core (their standpoint), and use additional information (reasons,
arguments and evidence) to support the core.

However, as just mentioned, coherent texts are supposed to be not only well
connected, but also connected in hierarchical ways. Then, the second criterion to
test whether a text is coherent is the hierarchical development between each part.
Based on the current findings, there are almost no hierarchal developments in the
Chinese students’ argumentations, as they list their arguments with no particular
emphasis and thus fail to get major reasons stand out. In this sense, the Chinese
students’ argumentations are not much coherent.

In sum, the Chinese students are able to join the core and the additional parts
together to show the connections. Yet, they fail to signal the hieratical
developments between these parts and hence, their argumentations are less likely
to be coherent. In the current study, the Chinese writers, even the High group
writers, seem to lack very advanced skills in manipulating arguments in a
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hierarchical way and thus coherence may not achieved in their argumentations.

This finding is consistent with that in Yang and Sun’s (2012) study. They also find
that Chinese university students do not argue for their views by referring to
opposing opinions and counterarguments or by making transitions from one
standpoint to another. This results in fewer adversative connectors in the Chinese
students’ argumentations. According to Zhu (2001), ESL learners often perceive
the development and organization of arguments to be difficult. In comparison with
point listing, it is hard for ESL learners to do claim justification,
counter-arguments generation and refutations (Cheng & Chen, 2009), as the
non-native mastery of English writing skills limits their ability to generate
arguments in a sophisticated way. The ESL learners probably have no problem
expressing their opinions and listing reasons. Yet, they are less capable of going
beyond simple arguments development to support their views by considering
opposite points and refuting them with evidence and facts.

As for narrations, the Chinese writers also have difficulties in handling complex
development of ideas, in comparison with the native-English writers. Look at the
following excerpts:

(5.14) In the 1 September, 2011, I bringed my package. My parents companied me.
They said that they prode of me. They hope that I can step out our hometown
after four years study and live a better life. I will work hard in my college. I
knew what I should do to finish my college life in that moment. I made
decisions for my college study that on the way.
(L5, narration)

(5.15) In June of 2008 I flew to Washington D. C. to spend a week at the Nation
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Youth Conference for Law. Now I had flown on a plane before, multiple times
in fact, but this time I was flying all by myself, my parents dropping me off at
airport security. I was excited to be travelling on my own. I felt grown,
independent and in full control of my life. For a moment, life felt a movie and
I was the star character. However, whenever we feel important life somehow
has a way of throwing it back in our face.
(N2, narration)

In both excerpts above, the writers wrote about the experience in their first trip to
a new place. In (5.14), the textual development followed a simple temporal
sequence—what the writer did, what she heard, what she thought and what she
felt. However, in (5.15), although the native-English writer also narrated in a time
sequence, she, in-between the events she experienced, referred to events that had
previously happened in her life and commented on how she felt. It seemed that the
native-English writer handled reverse-order narration and comments insertion
more skillfully than the Chinese student.

According to Pavlenko (2006), narrative competence requires the ability to
conceptualize, encode, and decode information in accordance with the textual
development. To capture readers’ attention and make the reading interesting,
narrators not only need to structure the events appropriately, but also make them
engaging. To achieve this goal, writers may employ lexical items and syntactic
operations such as a separate clause or a set of clauses to convey the narrators’
attitude toward the events and comment on them. In the current study, ESL
learners, due to their poorer L2 writing skills, cannot handle sophisticated
narrative structures to produce good narrations. In excerpt (5.14), the Chinese
student writer organized the story by piling up events, without any evaluation and
comments as what the native-English writer did in (5.15). Accordingly, the
different textual development results in the difference of the connector patterns in
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the L2 and L1 English narrations.

It is worth noting that although the High group is able to use a similar number of
connectors as the Native group, they use fewer adversative connectors in English
argumentations and narrations. This finding suggests that the High group reaches
a level to use various lexical devices to indicate cohesion as their native-English
speaking counterparts; still, they lack high level writing skills to organize and
arrange ideas in a sophisticated way, which, in turn, results in fewer adversative
connectors.

5.2 Mental Activities
In either the 1981 or the 2004 model, Flower and Hayes do not classify mental
activities in the process of writing according to the cognitive workloads. A
possible reason is that this kind of classification is not essential in L1 writing.
However, in an L2 model, it is necessary to distinguish activities according to how
much cognitive workload they demand. Since L2 writing involves two language
systems at play, the language that ESL writers choose to report in could be
determined by the degree of cognitive demands an activity requires. Therefore, the
current study distinguishes mental activities according to the cognitive workload
so as to see how and when ESL writers make a choice between L1 and L2 in their
mind.

A break-down analysis shows that both L1 and L2 are used for less cognitively
demanding activities such as initiation and revision. However, when it comes to
the more cognitively demanding activities, including comment-making,
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decision-making, and monologue-conducting, only Chinese is used. In sum,
Chinese is used for all five activities: (1) initiation, (2) revision, (3)
comment-making, (4) decision-making, and (5) monologue-conducting while
English is only used for two activities: initiation and revision.

The following section will discuss and explain how and when Chinese and
English are used and how the Chinese-reported activities differ from the English
ones.

5.2.1 Activities Reported in both L1-Chinese and L2-English
5.2.1.1 Activities of Initiation and Revision

Both Chinese and English are used for activities of initiation and revision.

Before we present the patterns of the initiation and revision activities, we need to
look at their characteristics in the process of connector manipulation. According to
the theoretical framework of Flower and Hayes (1981), in the composing process,
the mental activities do not occur in a linear order. In the current study, it is also
found that the connector manipulation is not a rigid linear process, but a sequence
of recursive activities before and after writers write down their choices. For
example,

(5.16) a. 然後，at first, 然後。
Then,

b.

s-e-c-o-n, 嗯，第二，嗯，嗯，玩手，

then,

um,

Secondly,
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secondly, um, um, playing mo

a. 手機費用很高。Um, secondly, um, um, the, um, mo, the mobile phones
mobile phones costs a lot.

(M3, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

In the above excerpt, before writing down a connector, the writer first resorted to
her L1 repertoire (然後, ránhòu, ‘then’) to search for a semantic equivalent in L2
and then considered the immediate texts (at first) in which a connector was used
and again fell back to the L1 term (然後, ránhòu, ‘then’). After working out an
English connector secondly and putting it down, the writer reconsidered the
choice by repeating it in L1 (第二, dì’ èr, ‘secondly’).

If writers notice that the initial choice is inappropriate, they may go through
another series of activities to produce an alternative. For example,

(5.17) a. 然而，然而，therefore是所以, 然而，然而，然而， therefore是
But,

a. 所以,
so.

but,

‘therefore’ means ‘so’. But,

but,

然而是那個，instead是相反，
‘But’ is,

but,

然而，but吧。But, but, so,

instead means opposite ideas. But,

a. 想不起來了， 然而，but, but.

‘therefore’ means

could be ‘but’.

impressed, impressed me.

I cannot remember. But

b.

but what
(M10, concurrent verbal report, narration)

The writer first used a Chinese term 然而，rán’ ér, ‘but’ and then retrieved an
English term therefore. She then noticed that therefore did not indicate the relation
she intended to convey after evaluating and assessing its semantic meaning in L1.
Subsequently, this problem pushed her to reprocess the output and went through
the connector production process again. After reconsidering the Chinese term 然
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而，rán’ ér, ‘but’, she retrieved another English term instead. Again, she rejected
this choice. This process of connector production did not come to an end until she
finally came up with a connector but which met her satisfaction.

In this process, mental activities occurring at different moments provide relevant
information about the writers’ needs at specific temporal points to meet different
ends. It does make a difference when an activity occurs initially or in the middle
of a sequence of mental activities. According to Smith (1994), out of all the times
when a thought occurs, the very first occurrence seems rather spontaneous. It
performs a function of initiation and reflects a natural aspect of the writers’
thinking process.

Writers may not consciously control the occurrence of the very first thought
coming to mind. However, after the first thought, writers could consciously make
decisions of either keeping it or rejecting it. To make this decision, writers often
evaluate the sentence parts which have been produced so far through rereading
(Hayes, 2004).

Therefore, in a series of mental activities, the very first occurrence is likely to
initiate the writing process and thus referred as initiation activities; those
occurring in the middle are likely to function as revisions and thus are referred as
revision activities in the current study.

Both Chinese and English are used for the function of initiation. That is to say that
both of them act as the language of initiating the process of connector generation.
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Take English initiation for example,

(5.18) a. How, however, we, however, however, h-o, however, h-o-w-e-v-e-r.

a.
s-t-r-o-n-g
c-o-n-v-i-n-c-e-d, convinced
b. However, I am strongly,
convinced,

a. that,
b-i-d-d-e-n, um.
b.
that they can’t be forbidden,
(M5, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

In the above transcript, the generation of however at the initial stage was the
initiation activity in the process of connector production. English is often used to
search for connectors at the initial stages, as the final products are English texts.
However, being constrained by their limited L2 knowledge, the Chinese writers
could also lay back on their L1.

When writers use Chinese to initiate, the situation is more complex: a Chinese
connector pops up in the writer’s mind and then is translated into English. For
example,

(5.19) a. 然後，then.

按首字母檢索，嗯，

Then

b.

search the initial letter, um,

Then,

a. 按首字母檢索，

then, 那你應該知道書的名字啊，

search the initial letter,

you should know the book title

a. then, you should know the name of book, find the first word of the name
a. of, the name of book.
(L3, concurrent verbal report, description)

The Chinese student generated a Chinese term 然後, ránhòu, ‘then’ to initiate the
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process of connector manipulation before he came up with then, which he
probably considered as an English equivalent of the Chinese term. In the process
of connector production, he had to resort to L1 repertoire when his L2 knowledge
was limited. The writer’s uneven L1 and L2 linguistic capacities may cause him to
translate the semantic meaning from Chinese to English to facilitate connector
manipulation.

Revision activities, as mentioned in section 3.4.2, only include evaluative reading,
which is not very cognitive demanding. Since writers can, through rereading,
revise written and unwritten thoughts (Flower & Hayes, 1981), revision activities
do not have to happen after writers have written their ideas down on paper. It can
even occur in the middle of idea generation when writers are revisiting the
initially retrieved item before putting it down. For example,

(5.20) a. 然後，嗯，然後。
Then,

進到圖書館之後，嗯，嗯，嗯，

um, then.

b.

After entering the library, um, um, um,

Then,

a. 如果你想，

you want, you want to, 嗯。借一些書帶走，

If you want to,

b.

um, check out some books

you want to,

a. 你必須是，嗯，嗯，你進二樓、三樓、四樓。
You must,

um, um,

you go to the second floor, the third floor, the fourth floor.

(M3, concurrent verbal report, description)

In the above excerpt, before the writer wrote down the connector then, she stated
the Chinese item 然後 ránhòu, ‘then’ twice. The first statement of 然後 ránhòu,
‘then’ was to initiate the process of connector production; however, the second
statement of 然後 ránhòu, ‘then’ could be an activity of revision, as the writer
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was evaluating the item. Also, the revision could be reported in L2 English. For
instance,

(5.21) a. First, first, f-i-r-s-t.
first, you, you
s-h-o-u-l-d
b.
First, you,
should,

a.
student
your own student card
b. get your own student,
card,
in

a. o-r-d-e-r, in
get in
b.
order to get in,
the

library, l-i-b-r-a-r-y, get in

a. the
b.
library.
(L12, concurrent verbal report, description)

In the above excerpt, before the writer wrote down first, her first statement of first
was an initiation while the second time of stating first was a revision activity.

The following table presents the proportions of the Chinese and English initiation
and revision activities out of all the reported activities.

Table 5.2 The proportions of Chinese and English initiations and
reported by the Chinese Low, Mid and High groups
Low
Mid
Raw
Frequency
%
RF
(RF)
Chinese initiation
77
37.2
129
& revision
English initiation
124
59.9
142
& revision
201
97.1
271
Total

revisions out of all the activities
High
%

RF

%

46.4

47

28.3

51.1

113

68.1

97.5

160

96.4

According to the figures shown in the above table, although both Chinese and
English are used for initiation and revision, the proportions of the English
initiations and revisions are higher than those of the Chinese ones for all the three
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Chinese groups. Since the language of final product is English, writers tend to use
English to think. Chinese could be used whenever the writers find that their L2
knowledge cannot facilitate the train of thought. The findings may suggest that all
the Chinese participants reach a proficiency level of using English to initiate and
revise more than half of all the reported activities.

5.2.1.2 The Size of the Linguistic Units Reported by the Chinese Student
Writers

The more proficient ESL writers are, the longer linguistic chunks they would
use to report mental activities.

The most frequently occurring Chinese and English initiation and revision
activities are the following four: (1) Activity 1.13 (The writer states a Chinese
connector together with the sentence it leads), (2) Activity 1.1 (The writer states a
Chinese connector only), (3) Activity 1.17 (The writer states an English connector
with the sentence it leads) and (4) 1.16 (The writer states an English connector
only) (Refer to Appendix 10). The four activities not only differ in the reporting
language, but also differ in the size of the reported linguistic units: Activity 1.13
and 1.17 are concerned with linguistic chunks at the clause/sentential level, that is,
writers report a connector together with the clause it leads whereas Activity 1.1
and 1.16 involve connector reporting only.

The means and SD of Activity 1.1 and 1.16 are presented in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 Break-down analysis of Activity 1.1 and 1.16 reported by the Chinese Low, Mid and
High groups
Activity 1.1
Activity 1.16
(Chinese connector only)
(English connector only)
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
1.05
1.199
1.69
1.574
Low
1.96
1.424
2.45
1.465
Mid
0.44
0.539
1.34
0.723
High
0.008 (p < 0.5)
0.120 (p < 0.5)
Significance

Activity 1.1 and 1.16 demonstrate the following patterns (Figure 5.2 & 5.3).

Figure 5.2 Means of Activity 1.1 per ten connectors reported by the Chinese Low, Mid and High
groups

Figure 5.3 Means of Activity 1.16 per ten connectors reported by the Chinese Low, Mid and High
groups
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The patterns of Activity 1.1 and 1.16 that are demonstrated in Figure 5.2 and 5.3
correspond to the overall patterns of mental activities that are shown in Table 4.11
in Section 4.3.1, that is, there is a drastic rise from Low to Mid and there is a
drastic fall from Mid to High.

However, when it comes to Activity 1.13 and 1.17, very different patterns emerge.
The means and SD of Activity 1.13 and 1.17 are shown in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Break-down analysis of Activities 1.13 and 1.17 that are reported by the Chinese Low,
Mid and High groups
Activity 1.13
Activity 1.17
(Chinese connector with sentence)
(English connector with sentence)
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
1.12
1.408
0.62
0.794
Low
1.59
1.153
0.63
0.862
Mid
1.34
1.922
1.70
2.105
High
0.757
(p
>
0.5)
0.110
(p
<
0.5)
Significance

Activity 1.13 and 1.17 demonstrate the following patterns (Figure 5.4 & 5.5).

Figure 5.4 Means of Activity 1.13 per ten connectors reported by the Chinese Low, Mid and High
groups
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Figure 5.5 Means of Activity 1.17 per ten connectors reported by the Chinese Low, Mid and High
groups

As we have mentioned, for activities involving single connectors (Activity 1.1 &
1.16), the frequency patterns are similar to the overall patterns of mental activities,
that is, the Mid group reported significantly more mental activities than the Low
and High groups. However, for Activity 1.13 (The writer states a Chinese
connector together with the sentence it leads), there is no significant difference
between the Low, Mid and High groups (p > 0.5). More importantly, in sharp
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contrast to the overall pattern, the High group produces significantly more
Activity 1.17 (The writer states an English connector with the sentence it leads)
than the Low and Mid group, while there is no significant difference between the
Low and the Mid (p = 0.986, p > 0.5). It is worth discussing why Activity 1.17
demonstrates such a pattern.

The pattern shown in Figure 5.5 suggests that the information size that the
proficient ESL learners can handle at a given time is distinctly larger than that of
the less proficient ones. The High group is able to deal with linguistic chunks at
sentential levels at a given moment and that is why they more often state a
connector together with the following clause. For the Low and Mid levels, their
ability to deal with linguistic chunks at the sentential level may be limited when
mediating the flow of thoughts. Consequently, they less frequently report the
connector together with the clause it leads.

This is also proven true in a High-level student’s following-up interview:

(5.22) 然後好像是就是我寫的時候可能更，因為腦子裡有一個句話，
Then, when I was writing, it was more likely that, because I had a sentence in my mind,

有一句話我要，就是，它那個意思，

我要怎麼寫這句話，

the sentence I would. That is, the meaning,

how should I put the sentence down,

所以，我可能更關注的就是，我腦子有那個意思，所以我，
so,

I may focus more on,

I had the meaning in my mind, so I,

我可能選這些詞的時候，就是根據那個，
When I selected a connector,

那個意思過來的。

需要稍微兼顧一下結構，

如果結構允許的情況下，

I had to see to the sentential structure. If the structure would do,

它意思是合適，

然後，

I may go according to the, the meaning of the sentence. Then,

那我就用這個連詞了。
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and the meaning of the connector fits, then I would use that connector.

(H8, following-up interview)

The High-level student confessed that, in the process of composing, she focused
on the meaning of the whole sentence rather than the connector alone. The first
thing coming into her head was the connector together with the sentence as a
whole. After the sentential meaning was expressed, she may take time to consider
the structure in which a connector may fit, but that was not her main point.

The different sizes of linguistic units that ESL writers can handle at a time could
result from their different ways of processing information in the working memory.
In the composing process, writers first retrieve relevant information from LTM
and store it temporarily in the working memory. When the capacity limit of
working memory is reached, writers verbally produce the stored information
(Hayes, 2004).

Working memory is a system that is responsible for processing information that is
already stored in LTM. Unlike LTM, working memory capacity is limited. The
flow of information into and out of working memory is accessible to human
beings only for a limited amount of time as working memory is a temporary store
house for a small piece of concurrently activated information. It reduces the
amount of information that is retrieved from LTM to manageable proportions for
easy processing (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Verbal reports tap this temporarily
activated information in working memory (Branch, 2000).

To describe the working memory of ESL writers with diverse proficiencies, I drew
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on the role that the working memory plays in the process of text construction in
Hayes’ 2004 model:

‘Working memory demands are especially high following clause
boundaries. Thus, the limit of the articulatory buffer is more likely to
be exceeded at clause boundaries than at other places.’
(2004: 1423)

According to Hayes (2004), working memory is likely to reach its upper limit at
clausal boundaries when working memory demands are especially high. When
relevant information is retrieved from LTM, writers will process the information
on the basis of clausal chunks. The current analysis shows that working memory
capacity may differ for different proficiency levels, which could result in different
size of clausal units they can produce. Based on this finding, the flowing
paragraph addresses how ESL writers with different proficiency levels differ in
sizes of linguistic units.

The current finding shows that the more proficient a learner is, the larger a chunk
the learner’ working memory can process at a time. Connectors tend to appear at
clausal boundaries. They separate the following clause from the preceding one
(Biber et al., 2000). For less proficient writers, they may produce the connector
and the following clause as two individual units. However, proficient ESL writers
are able to combine the connector and the following clause as a single unit and
process them as a whole.

Working memory capacity of human beings as information processors is limited
by how much attention they can give to a task on the basis of their knowledge and
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learning history (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Individuals differ in the amount of
information they can process at a time due to their different language learning
background (McLaughlin, Rossman & McLeod, 1983). For example, for a given
task, a skilled ESL learner can deal with it faster and more automatically than the
novice ones because the amount of information they process in their working
memory at a time is larger. It does not suggest that skilled ESL writers possess
better working memory but more efficient ways of encoding the information into
meaningful chunks (McLaughlin, Rossman & McLeod, 1983).

In general, the accumulation of experience in L2 writing and learning can reduce
the amount of working memory that is required for constructing sentence parts.
For example, when learning a new language, novice writers formulate shorter
sentences than those who have more experience with the language. In the current
study, the Chinese students with lower proficiency levels are less experienced in
English writing and learning than the more proficient ones. Consequently, the
linguistic chunks they can handle at a time are smaller than those of the proficient
writers.

5.2.2 Activities Reported in L1 only
As mentioned in 5.2, the Chinese students used both L1 and L2 for initiation and
revision activities, but used only L1 for the more cognitively demanding activities
including comment-making, decision-making, and monologue-conducting. The
following section will discuss the L1-reported activities in detail. Also, it will
discuss how the three Chinese groups differ in reporting these activities.
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5.2.2.1

Activities

of

Comment-making,

Decision-making

and

Monologue-conducting

Apart from activities of initiation and revision, Chinese is also used for
comment-making, decision-making, and monologue-conducting.

Comment-making, decision-making and monologue-conducting are reported
when ESL writers check stylistic appropriateness, such as variety of vocabulary
use, vividness of expressions, etc. Look at the following example:

(5.23) a. Then, 啊，又是 then, 我用了多少個 then， 天哪，不管了。
Ah,

‘then’ again. How many ‘then’ did I use?

My God. I would not care.

b. Then mom and I went to school.
(H10, concurrent verbal report, narration)

The writer retrieved an English connector then first. Before she put it down, the
writer commented on the overuse of this connector. This happened when the
problem of connector variety was brought to the writer’s mind. Similarly, the
example below shows that Chinese is used to address questions that the writers
themselves may have when encountering problems of connector appropriateness.
For instance,

(5.24) a.

然後，the first, 然後，然後，然後可以用什麼詞啊？
then,

then,

b. Then,
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then,

which word could stand for ‘then’?

a. 嗯，嗯，你應該流覽在網上搜索一些資訊先，
Um, um,

流覽，

you should first browse the web for information,

b.

browse

you can,

scan,

a. 提供資訊查詢, about the,
allows information searching

b.

some information in the website about,

a. about the,
want
b.
the book you want,

about the book you want
to borrow,

a. to borrow.
(H5, concurrent verbal report, description)

After putting down the connector then, the writer may feel the connector was not
proper and was trying to retrieve another English connector by questioning herself:
which word could stand for ‘then’? However, this awareness of problems did not
ensure self-corrections. Although the writer was prompted by the problem and
tried to retrieve another connector, she was stuck with what she came up with in
the first place. She did not address the problem but went on with textual
production probably because solutions were not available in her L2 knowledge. In
this case, self-questioning did not actually facilitate the connector production, as it
did not solve the problem.

Comment-making, decision-making and monologue-conducting are metacognitive
activities. Metacognition is a subdivision of cognition. It refers to higher order
thinking process which takes control over the cognitive processes. Metacognition
has been considered as one’s ability to know and regulate cognitive processes
(Schraw & Moshman, 1995) and to measure and check the task performance
(Dunlosky & Thiede, 1998). In other words, metacognition is thinking about
thinking (Coutinho, 2006) and this kind of reflective thinking process provides
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more opportunities for task-takers to access their own thoughts and feelings about
their thinking (Flavell, 1979).

According to Schraw & Moshman (1995), such activity as monitoring is
metacognitive in nature. Monitoring is an essential skill for task takers. It refers to
one’s awareness of task performance (Schraw & Moshman, 1995). In the current
study, the Chinese writers monitor the process of connector manipulation through
comment-making, decision-making and monologue-conducting. These activities
are frequently and only reported through their L1. This indicates that the Chinese
students resort to their L1, as they cannot orchestrate the metacognitive activities
in the target language. These activities generally require more cognitive workload
than activities of initiation and revision. Initiation and revision activities, as
aforementioned in section 5.2.1.1, involve a simple verbalization of a connector
which is retrieved from the writer’s LTM and an evaluative repetition of the
connector which has been written down. However, activities of comment-making,
decision-making and monologue-conducting are concerned with more demanding
mental processes such as reasoning, problem-diagnosing and examining. These
burdensome and laborious activities require more cognitive effort and thus ESL
writers report them in L1 only.

5.2.2.2 More Metacoginitive Activities Reported by the Higher Levels

The more proficient ESL learners are, the more metacognitive activities they
would report.
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To have a better understanding of the metacognitive activities, the proportions of
the comment-making, decision-making and monologue-conducting reported by
the Low, Mid and High groups are presented in the following table. Also, the
figures are compared with the L1-English comment-making, decision-making and
monologue-conducting activities reported by the native-English speaking writers
when necessary.

Table 5.5 The proportions of the L1-Chinese and L1-English activities of comment-making,
decision-making and monologue-conducting out of all reported activities
Low
Mid
High
Native
RF
%
RF
%
RF
%
RF
%
L1 Chinese comment-making,
6
2.9
7
2.5
6
3.6
N/A
N/A
decision-making &
monologue-conducting
L1 English comment-making,
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
26
3.7
decision-making &
monologue-conducting

Comparison between the Chinese and native-English writers shows that the
proportions of the metacognitive activities of the Mid and Low groups are similar
to each other, 2.5% and 2.9% respectively. The High group reports a higher
proportion (3.6%), which is similar to that of the native-English speakers (3.7%).

According to the figures in Table 5.5, the use of metacognitive activities varies
from group to group. The High group students not only come up with a connector,
and evaluate its appropriateness, they also comment on why they think a certain
connector is appropriate and why they decide to use it. For instance,

(5.25) a. …although,
b.
although

they have some negative effects on, on our,
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a. 哎呀，天哪，convenience on our, 嗯，对我们的什么，对我们的什么
Oh my god

um, to our,

a. 有负面影响，

嗯，on us, 好了，on

have negative impact, um,

嗯，嗯，虽然，但是不能，

OK,

b.

to our

um, um,

although, but cannot

us.

a. but，不行， although 后面不能接 but. It cannot be.
no,

cannot

‘although’ cannot work with ‘but’

b.

It cannot,

a.
f-o-r, forbid
b. be the reason to forbid,
them in campus,

campus.

(H9, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

In (5.25), the student first came up with a connector although to introduce the
clause ‘they have some negative effects on us’. Then, she came up with a
connector but and would use it to start the following clause. However, she soon
found that but was not appropriate, as she commented that but cannot co-occur
with although in English and did not use but finally.

Flower and Hayes (1981) point out that in L1 writing, good writers perform more
metacognitive activities such as process-monitoring than the poor ones. Good
writers have more control over the directions in which they would like the text to
grow. This is also applicable to L2 writing. In the current study, the High group
writers are linguistically more mature to display a similar pattern of metacognitive
activities as the native-English speaking writers. The Mid and Low-level writers,
however, focus more on conveying meanings rather than how the meanings are
appropriately and stylistically expressed.

Metacognitive activities play important roles in regulating and controlling
cognitive actions (Flavell, 1979). The metacognitive activities allow task-takers to
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give systematic and continuous reflections on their performance. The reflections
would help task-takers to rethink and modify, if necessary, their performance to
meet the demands of the tasks (Schraw & Moshman, 1995).

Consequently, studying metacognitive activities is essential in understanding
successful learning, as they could predicate academic success and the capacities to
solve problems (Thiede, Anderson & Therriault, 2003). The effective learning
involves retrieval and activation of relevant information from LTM, organization
of thoughts, selection of strategies and understanding of the current task situation
(Schraw & Moshman, 1995). Proficient learners have the abilities of effectively
perform the above cognitive activities through metacognitive regulation. For
example, metacognitive actions affect goal-setting. Proficient task-takers could
replace old goals with new ones based on reflections of the current task situations
(Flavell, 1979), while the less proficient ones could stick with the goal they set at
the very beginning of the task, or they do not have a goal and only try to finish the
task passively.

In the current study, Chinese students with High proficiency level are able to use
more metacognitive activities than those with Mid and Low levels. A possible
reason lies in working-memory capacities. The Mid and Low groups tend to
devote almost all their working memory to solve language problems while the
High group may have more mental space to deal with other aspects of their
writing tasks. According to Flower and Hayes (1981), the process of composition
requires the writer to balance all the demands of the growing text. For
inexperienced writers, the cognitive burden of lexical and syntactic formulation
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may overwhelm their capacity of working memory and take their attention away
from metacognitive activities such as process-monitoring. If writers must devote
conscious attention to basic language demands such as spelling and grammar, they
may fail to monitor the composing process and rhetorical effectiveness.

5.3 The Proposed Model for L2 Writing Process
In this section, an L2 model for writing process is developed based on Hayes’
model (2004). Hayes’ model and the L2 model take different focus: Hayes’ model
is designed to address writing process in general, while the L2 model focuses on
the process of connector production only. In spite of the different focus, the two
models are comparable in some sense because there is a close relationship
between the use of connectors and the overall writing process. Connectors are
linking devices to string linguistic units together and to indicate the semantic
relations between them. Connectors are a way to show writers’ train of thought
and to reflect how writers organize their thinking and ideas in the general writing
process. In this sense, the L2 model developed in this study to a great degree
reflects the writing process in general, and a comparison between Hayes’ model
and the L2 model is possible.

Hayes’ model (Figure 2.2 reprinted as Figure 5.6 here) is concerned with L1
writing process. Although many of the current findings of L2 writing can also be
explained by L1 model, there are some to which L1 model does not apply. With
reference to our findings, we identify two inadequacies of Hayes’ model in
explaining L2 writing data. Let’s have another look at Hayes’ model again.
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Figure 5.6 The cognitive process in Hayes’ 2004 model
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Text Production

(Hayes, 2004: 1403)

The first inadequacy is that Hayes categorizes the composing activities according
to the purposes they serve, such as text interpretation, reflection and text
production. When we analyze the activities being listed in Hayes’ model more
closely, we find that we can regroup the activities into two types: (1) activities
concerning linguistic outputs and (2) activities monitoring the writing process.

The two activity types differ in three ways. First, they serve different purposes.
The former is to generate and revise while the latter is to monitor the process and
outputs to ensure the text is on track. The second difference is the cognitive
workload they require: the former requires less cognitive workload than the latter.
Hayes does not classify activities according to the cognitive workload, probably
because this kind of classification is not essential in L1 writing. L1 writing
involves the use of one language system, and thus writers do not have to select
between languages. They simply use their first language to report any activities no
matter how much cognitive load these activities require. However, in an L2 model,
it is necessary to distinguish activities according to how much cognitive workload
they require. L2 writing involves two language systems at play and the language
that ESL writers choose to report could result from the degree of cognitive
demands an activity requires. Therefore, we need to separate and detail the basic
thinking units with regard to the cognitive load to see how ESL writers make a
choice when two languages are available in their mind.

The third difference between the two activity types is that the first type involves
cognitive activities while the second type includes metacognitive activities. As
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discussed

in

section

5.2.2.1,

comment-making,

decision-making

and

monologue-conducting are metacognitive activities. They reflect one’s abilities to
monitor the task performance and thinking process (Dunlosky & Thiede, 1998). In
the composing process, metacognitive activities take control over the cognitive
activities. Because metacognition plays a critical role in successful learning, it is
meaningful to study metacognitive activities to determine how writers manage
their cognitive resources through metacognitive control.

The second inadequacy of the L1 model is that Hayes does not focus on the preand post-stages of the writing process. Hayes believes that a stage model that sees
the writing process as being constructed by pre- and post-stages put too much
emphasis on the linear sequence. However, the moments that the writers put down
their ideas on paper could still be an important indicator to distinguish activities.
In the proposed L2 model, the composing process is considered as a three-stage
activity, namely, pre-, same-time- and post-stages. However, the activities in the
three stages are not linear, but recursive.

To make up for the two inadequacies, an L2 model is developed (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7 The newly proposed L2 model for the cognitive process of connector manipulation

Process of connector manipulation
L2 proficiency
PreInfluence

L1 initiation

L2 initiation
Working memory

Influence
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Post-

The proposed L2 model (Figure 5.7) is based on ESL writers’ L1- and L2-reported
mental activities in the process of connector manipulation. The L2 model includes
three parts: L2 proficiency, working memory and the process of connector
manipulation. The process of connector manipulation is the core part. L2
proficiency and working memory are the two factors which affect it.

The proposed L2 model does not include cognitive ability as a factor of affecting
the writing process. Cognitive capacities are related to age. The development of
cognitive capacities is a continuous process which occurs from birth. The
developmental changes of cognitive capacities could come to an end and remain
stable during adulthood (Cattell, 1971). In the current study, since all participants
are university students and are cognitively mature, it is the L2 proficiency instead
of the cognitive capacities that affect their mental activities in the process of
connector manipulation.

Let us look back at the two factors—L2 proficiency and working memory—that
affect the process of connector manipulation. L2 proficiency influences the way of
information processing in working memory, which in turn, influences the process
of connector production. Writers with high L2 proficiency have more knowledge
and experience in L2 writing and learning. Their linguistic abilities enable them to
retrieve information and analyze it in the working memory at sentential levels
instead of only at lexical levels. Also, the high-level ESL learners tend to have
more mental space to deal with cognitively demanding activities such as
process-monitoring. The students of the low levels conduct these activities less
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often as more of their attention is taken away by language demands and cannot be
given to other aspects.

The core part of the L2 model is the process of connector manipulation. This
process includes two phases: pre- and post-stages, which is separated by the
moment that the writers put down connectors on paper. The pre-stage is drawn in
a larger square to indicate that the pre-activities happen more often than the
post-ones. The arrow between the pre- and post-stage indicates that the
pre-activities occur before post-ones. Although the current study identifies three
stages in the process of connector manipulation––pre-, same-time- and
post-stages––the same-time activities are not included in the L2 model since there
are few activities occurring at this phase.

The pre-stage includes L1 initiation, L2 initiation, L1 revision, L2 revision, L1
commenting-making, L1 decision-making and L1 monologue conducting. Since
initiation activities, no matter in which languages they are reported, only happen
initially at the pre-stage, L1 and L2 initiations are placed before other activities.
The two arrows between L1 and L2 initiation and the activities in a spiral indicate
that the order between initiations and any other activities are linear. L2 initiation is
drawn in a bigger square to indicate that it is reported more often than L1
initiation. Activities of L1 revision, L2 revision, L1 commenting-making, L1
decision-making and L1 monologue-conducting are drawn in a spiral to indicate
that there are no rigid sequential and hierarchical orders. They can occur any time
and repeat themselves throughout the process of connector manipulation. Since
the metacognitive activities of L1 comment-making, L1 decision-making and L1
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monologue-conducting require more cognitive workload, the sectors in which
they are drawn are bigger than those of the cognitive activities including L1 and
L2 revisions. In the pre-stages, L1 and L2 revisions are included as they do not
have to take place after writers putting connectors down on paper.

The post-stage includes all the other activities but L1 and L2 initiation, since
initiation activities, no matter in which languages they are reported, only happen
initially at the pre-stage. Similar to pre-stage, activities in the post-stage are drawn
in a spiral to indicate that they are recursive. Also, L1 comment-making, L1
decision-making and L1 monologue-conducting are drawn in bigger sectors
because they are more cognitively demanding than revisions.

In

the

L2

model,

the

metacognitive

activities

of

comment-making,

decision-making and monologue-conducting correspond to the activity of
reflection in Hayes’ model. These activities show writers’ reflection on their inner
performances (Hayes, 2004). The cognitive activity of revision in the L2 model
corresponds to text interpretation in Hayes’ model, as both activities involve
reading to revise. As for initiation in the L2 model, although it also involves
reading, it differs from revision and thus does not correspond to text interpretation
in Hayes’ model. As mentioned in section 5.2.1.1, stating an item for initiation
differs from stating an item for revision in that the former occurs spontaneously,
that is, writers may not have conscious control over its occurrence; however, the
latter is under the conscious control to decide whether the first-coming item would
be kept or deleted.
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The L2 model differs from L1 model in three aspects. The first difference is the
reporting language. In L1 writing, usually only one language system is activated.
In L2 writing process, however, both L1 and L2 linguistic systems could be at
play when texts are growing in the mind and on paper. In the current study, the L1
activities reported by the Chinese participants perform a wider range of functions.
The L1 and L2 linguistic systems are not in a linear interaction as one language
system is probably handier, a result due to ESL writers’ uneven L1 and L2
linguistic competence. Based on the observation of data, the ESL writers depend
on L1 when reporting process-monitoring activities while they rely more on L2
for activities such as lexical search and confirmation.

Second, the L2 model separates the composing process as pre- and post- to see
how frequencies and types of activities differ in the two phases. Although the
stage model has been criticized, as long as we do not assume linear order for
activities, the moments that the writers put down their ideas on paper could still
set activities apart for investigation. In the current study, ESL writers report more
activities at the pre- than at the post-stages and L1 English writers demonstrate a
similar pattern. It seems that writers normally devote more time and effort before
they put their ideas on paper than after putting them down. In this case, there is no
difference between the L1 and ESL writers. As for the activity types occurring at
pre- and post-stage, all the other activities, except for L1 and L2 initiations, can
occur at both stages. It suggests that activities being shown in the L2 model are in
a recursive rather than in a linear order.

Third, the L2 model categorizes the activities according to how much cognitive
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workload they demand. Such categorization is necessary because ESL writers
need to choose between two languages when encountering activities with different
degree of cognitive workloads. Metacognitive activities such as comment-making,
decision-making and monologue-conducting require higher cognitive workloads
than initiation and revision. When making comments and decisions and
conducting monologues, ESL writers experience a higher degree of cognitive
requirement. Under such a situation, ESL writers could revert to L1 as they may
have difficulties in performing these activities in the target language—English.
This could be a reason to explain why the Chinese writers report all these
activities in L1 rather than in L2. Additionally, it is found that the High group
reports the cognitively demanding activities more often than the Mid and Low
groups. The reason is that the Mid and Low groups may devote almost all their
working memory to solving language problems while the High group may have
more mental space to deal with other aspects.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION

This chapter first provides a summary of the major findings. It then discusses the
contribution of the current study to the theory of cognitive writing process. It also
considers the theoretical and practical implications of the current study. The
recommendations for further research are made finally.

6.1 Summary of the Findings
This section summarizes the main findings of the current study.

a. Connector Patterns
L2 proficiency is one contributing factor which affects the connector patterns in
the Chinese students’ English compositions. The current data present how
connector frequencies change with the development of L2 proficiency.

The overall connector frequencies demonstrate the following differences across
the Chinese Low, Mid and High groups:

(1) Low:
(2) Mid:
(3) High:

Significantly higher than those of the Native group and the
High group
Higher than those of all other groups
Not significantly different from that of the Native group

ESL learners tend to use more connectors than native English speakers because
they rely mainly on connectors to build connectedness between different parts of
their texts. However, this tendency changes with the development of English
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proficiency. At lower levels, the frequencies increase as the learners’ knowledge
of connectors grows. However, this increasing trend peaks when ESL learners
reach a certain proficiency level because highly advanced ESL learners will have
learnt to utilize other linguistic devices, such as relexicalization and reiteration by
means of synonyms, etc. to enhance cohesion. And then the connector frequency
will go downwards.

When we examine the connectors by category, a different pattern emerges: ESL
writers use significantly fewer adversative connectors in argumentations and
narrations. This is caused by the simple and linear development of ideas in ESL
learners’ compositions. Even the High group, showing better ability of applying
various cohesive devices than the Low and the Mid groups, develop their ideas in
a linear manner, which results in fewer adversative connectors in their
compositions. This finding shows that high overall proficiency level may not
mean good mastery of advanced writing skills, such as the skills to organize text
and the skills to argue against opposing ideas to further defend one’s stance.

In general, the use of connectors in Chinese students’ compositions does help
students create apparent cohesion between sentences or between different textual
parts. However, the lack of advanced writing skills and the inappropriate use of
some connectors still lead to incoherence in their writing.

b. Mental Activities in L2 Process of Connector Generation
The current verbal data reveal patterns of mental activities reported by ESL
learners. Based on these patterns, an L2 model of the process of connector
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generation is developed. In this model, L2 proficiency is the main contributing
factor which influences the process in two ways.

First, L2 proficiency level influences the size of the linguistic units ESL learners
can produce at a time. More experience in L2 learning and writing could reduce
the amount of working memory needed in information processing (McLaughlin,
Rossman & McLeod, 1983), so more information can be processed in the same
amount of time. As shown in the current study, the high proficiency ESL writers
can handle longer linguistic units—the connector together with the clause it
leads—when they report their mental activities, whereas less proficient writers
usually split a long linguistic unit into two parts and deal with one at a time.

Second, L2 proficiency level influences how frequently metacognitive and
cognitive activities are reported. Metacognitive activities involve higher-order
cognitive abilities and take control over cognitive processes and thus require more
cognitive workload than cognitive activities. As mentioned above, high L2
proficiency could ensure greater working-memory capacities, which allow
information processing at a more extensive degree. In other words,
higher-proficiency students, with greater working-memory capacities, are able to
handle both cognitive and the highly demanding metacognitive tasks at the same
time. Therefore, high proficiency level indicates a better working-memory ability
to attend to cognitive activities and monitor them with metacognitive processes at
the same time. For less proficient ESL learners, they may not be able to deal with
metacognitive and cognitive activities simultaneously, but have to give most of
the conscious attention to cognitive operations. In other words, if the capacities of
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working memory are overwhelmingly taken by cognitive activities, less attention
could be devoted to metacognitive ones.

Also, the cognitive workload of metacognitive and cognitive activities can
influence ESL writers’ choice of the reporting language. Generally, the high
cognitively demanding activities (metacognitive activities) are burdensome and
laborious. When attending to a task, ESL learners have both L1 and L2 at their
disposal. They are very likely to choose the more familiar language when
attending to cognitively more demanding activities and thus to ease the workload
of the working memory. Therefore, ESL learners often use their L1 while
reporting metacognitive activities.

Based on the major findings, a new L2 writing model has been developed in this
study, which incorporates the impact of L2 proficiency on writing processes and is
therefore a more appropriate model for L2 writing.

6.2 Implication of the Study
The current study adds to the research on connectors and writing process
theoretical and pedagogical insights.

Theoretically, the present study contributes to theories on writing process. As
Flower and Hayes’ (1981) model of writing process focuses on L1 writing, it
could not explain some findings that are extracted from L2 writing. Based on the
current verbal data, we establish a model of L2 writing process, which differs
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from the L1 model in two ways. First, the L2 model categorizes the activities
according to how much cognitive workload they demand. Such categorization is
necessary and useful because different degrees of cognitive workload determine
which language, L1 or L2, ESL writers choose when they perform mental
activities while writing. And the language chosen for mental activities thus
becomes part of the writing process. The second difference is that the L2 model
separates the thinking processes as pre- and post-stages—the moment of writers’
actually putting down an idea on paper. Although Flower and Hayes (1981)
criticize the stage model, the distinction of what is going on in the mind of the
writer before and after an idea is put down on paper can be very useful, because it
allows us to study the differences and similarities of the activity types occurring at
different phases. Also, it allows us to investigate the activity frequencies at
different stages in the process of writing.

By proposing the model of the L2 writing process, the current study enriches and
refines the theory of the L1 writing process and deepens the current understanding
on L2 writing process.

In addition, the findings of the current study add to the literature by verifying the
difference of mental activities of L2 writers with diverse proficiency levels. By
doing so, this study enhances our understanding of the developmental path of ESL
learners’ inner performance in the L2 writing process. The findings—the
proficient writers process larger chunks of information at a time and they conduct
cognitively demanding activities more often than less proficient ones—shed light
on how L2 proficiency affects the working memory capacity, which in turn,
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influences the composing process.

On the pedagogical level, the comprehensive and explanatory accounts of the
connector patterns that are elicited from Chinese English learners’ writing samples
have practical implications for the teaching and learning of L2 writing. Since
connectors are perceived hard for L2 learners to apply in compositions,
identifying and diagnosing the problems have significance for L2 writing.

The connector patterns that are found in the current study enrich the current
understanding of the connector problems that occur in L2 compositions and
provide suggestions for ESL writers. If ESL learners are conscious of the
problems they encounter, they could develop a fuller competence in using
connectors. As mentioned earlier on, the quantitative analysis identifies higher
connector frequencies in general in Chinese learners’ English texts than in
native-English users’. A possible reason for the connector overuse is the false
belief that is held by ESL learners that more connectors are used, the more
cohesive the texts would be (Burneikaitė, 2009). The current research provides
evidences for this false belief. It could be helpful if ESL learners raise their
consciousness on this issue and be aware that connector overuse cannot achieve
true textual cohesion but rather brings up confusion, as readers’ reading could be
interrupted each time a connector shows up. Also, connectors are not the only way
to make text cohesive. Other cohesive devices such as relexicalization and
different forms of reiteration also work to link ideas together.

Moreover, the lower frequencies of adversative connectors in ESL writers’
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argumentations and narrations should draw attention to the difficulty they have in
handling complex development of ideas in the two text types. ESL writers tend to
list their points rather than referring to counter-arguments and making comments
in English argumentations and narrations. Their rigid textual development could
result in their less use of adversative connectors. It is not only the connector usage
but also the textual development that the ESL writers should pay attention to in
order to avoid inappropriate connector use. The current finding suggests that at a
certain high proficiency level (High-level group in the present study), connector
overuse is no longer a problem. Rather, it is the textual development and the lack
of advanced writing skills that cause the problem. Since the High group has not
mastered high-level writing abilities and skills, they cannot demonstrate a
sophisticated way of idea organization as their native-English counterparts.

6.3 Suggestions for Future Research
The

present

study

has

primarily

focused

on

three

types

of

connectors—adversative, causal and temporal—which are found to be the most
difficult and complex for Chinese learners to manipulate. However, additive
connectors may also be interesting to investigate, even though this type is not as
difficult as the other three. The L2 proficiency would influence not only the
patterns of adversative, causal and temporal but also the additive connectors. The
examination of the additive type will reveal the influence of L2 proficiency on the
connector patterns in a fuller and more complex context.

Something else worth studying is that the current findings should be tested with
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ESL learners with other L1 backgrounds. The participants in the current study are
Chinese tertiary students. However, whether the current findings are applicable to
ESL learners in other social contexts is unknown yet. It is necessary to conduct
further research in other social settings to gain a comprehensive and fuller
understanding of the connector patterns and mental activities that are shown in L2
writing and to make a generalization.

Further studies could also be done to compare ESL learners’ L2 English texts with
texts in their L1, which can allow for a possibility of comparing connector
patterns and mental activities in ESL-learner-created English texts with those in
L1 contexts. Since ESL learners’ behaviors in L2 writing may result from their
habits when writing in L1, comparison between L1 and L2 data could reveal
similarities and differences of ESL writers’ performance in L1 and L2 writing.
Investigation on L1 writing tasks in a real-time written production will
supplement the data from the L2 writing studies.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 Demographic Information of the Chinese Participants

Low (CET4 Failers)
No.

Gender

Age

Origin

Major

Grade

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

F
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
F

21
22
21
21
21
24
21
20
21
21
21
22

Hainan
Ningxia
Henan
Henan
Henan
Guizhou
Hainan
Shanxi
Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan

Chinese Literature
Law
Education Studies
Law
Museology
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Urban Management
Chinese Literature
History
History

Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
Year 3
Year 3
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
Year 3

CET4
Score
411
426
390
418
393
398
397
378
389
387
398
380

Mid (CET4 Passers)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Gender Age
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

22
22
21
21
23
20
22
21
20
20
20
20

Origin

Major

Grade

Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan
Hebei
Shanxi
Henan
Henan
Henan
Hunan

Finance
Museology
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Museology
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Law
History
History
History

Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 2
Year 2
Year 3
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2

High (CET6 Passers)
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CET4
Score
460
497
465
468
475
444
430
430
450
548
503
441

No.

Gender Age

Origin

Major

Grade

Law
International
Business
Russian
Civil Engineering
Museology
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Chinese Literature
Education Studies

Year 3

CET6
Score
460

Year 3

463

Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 2
Year 3

438
606
458
439
525
495
546
498
468
480

1

M

21

Henan

2

M

22

Henan

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

20
22
22
23
22
22
21
21
19
22

Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan
Henan
Yunnan
Hunan
Guangdong
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Appendix 2 Demographic Information of the Native-American-English
Speakers

No.

Gender

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M

Age
Band
26-30
21-25
21-25
21-25
21-25
15-20
15-20
15-20
15-20
15-20
15-20

12

F

21-25

Origin

Major

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

Education Studies
International Studies
Music
International Relations
Accounting
International Business
International Relations
International Relations
International Business
Education Studies
Business Management
Business
Administration

USA
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Educational
Level
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University

Appendix 3 Demographic Data Collection Form for the Chinese Participants

Please fill in the form. You answers will be kept strictly confidential.
請填寫下麵的表格。你的資訊將不會透漏給任何無關人士。

Gender
(性別)
Age
(年齡)
Origin or province
(省份)
Major
(專業)
Grade
(年級)
CET4 (if applicable)
(若有參加過大學英語四級考試，請將總成績填於此
欄；如未考過，請跳過此欄)
CET6 (if applicable)
(若有參加過大學英語六級考試，請將總成績填於此
欄；如未考過，請跳過此欄)
Other English tests e.g. IELTS/TOEFL (if applicable)
(如有參加過其它英語語言測試，如雅思/託福等，請
將成績填於此欄；如未考過，請跳過此欄)

Thank you for your time and help!
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Appendix 4 Demographic Data Collection Form for the
Native-American-English Speaking Participants

Please fill in the form. You answers will be kept strictly confidential.
Please tick the appropriate [ ].

Gender:

Age Band:

English as the
First Language:

Male

[

]

Female

[

]

Below 14

[

]

15-20

[

]

21-25

[

]

26-30

[

]

31-35

[

]

36-40

[

]

Above 41

[

]

Yes
No

[
[

]
]

Origin or Country: _____________________________________________

Education Level:

Primary School

[

]

Secondary School

[

]

University

[

]

Vocational School

[

]

If others, please indicate: ____________________________

Thank you for your help！
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Appendix 5 Preliminary Interview Questions for the Chinese Participants

1. When did you start to learn English?

2. How long have you learnt English?

3. How have you learned English?

4. How have you acquired your English writing ability mainly?

5. Roughly, how many hours are/were you exposed to English every week?
What could the exposures be?

6. Did you learn how to write English texts when you began to study English?
If not, when did you start to learn writing English texts?

7. How often and in what circumstances do/did you write English texts or
compositions?
How many words do/did you usually write?
What are/were the types of the texts?
Which type do/did you write most frequently?
Which type(s) do you think is/are the most difficult? Why?

8. Are there factors which could affect your English writing ability? If yes, what
are they?
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9. What English courses do you take at university?
What do you learn in the courses?
Do you receive any writing instructions in the courses?
Do you write any English texts for the courses? How often? In what cases?
How often do you have the class each week?
How long does each class last?

10. Are you exposed to more American English or British English?
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Appendix 6 Topics of the Three English Writing Tasks

1 Argumentation
You are invited to write for the university English newspaper. The editor asked
you to compose a short prose on the following topic: whether mobile phones
should or should not be forbidden in universities. You will need to write up your
standpoint within 200-250 words.

2 Description
You are invited to write for the university English newspaper. The editor asked
you to compose a short prose to introduce how to borrow books from the library.
You will need to write up the procedure within 200-250 words.

3 Narrative
You are invited to write for the ‘first-timer’ column for the university English
newspaper. The editor asked you to compose a short prose about a personal
experience on the first time you did something, such as the first time you spoke
formally in public, entered a new school, worked for pay, rode a bike, danced, met
a celebrity, or played a game. You will need to write up your experience within
200-250 words.
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Appendix 7 The Survey for the Descriptive and Narrative Topics

Please indicate the one descriptive topic and the one narrative topic that you think
you are most interested in by ticking the appropriate [ ] in section 1 and section
2.
請在第一部分和第二部分中各選一個你最感興趣的描述性話題和一個敘述性
話題，並在相應的[ ]裡打勾。

Section 1: Topics for Descriptions
1 Making tea (Husain & Wahid, 2008)

[

]

2 Looking up the meaning of a word in a dictionary (Husain & Wahid, 2008)
[

]

3 Getting a book issued from the library (Husain & Wahid, 2008)

[

]

4 The most admirable person in my life (Ho & Waugh, 2008)

[

]

Section 2: Topics for Narrations
1 You are invited to write in ‘the most…’ column for a local English newspaper,
Taiwan news. The editor asked you compose a short prose about a personal
experience that you might characterize as the most amusing, sad, terrifying,
satisfying, stupid, rewarding, self-centered, generous, stingy, loving, thoughtful,
cruel, regrettable, educational, corrupting, sinful, virtuous, or disgusting thing you
have done or witnessed. Keep in mind that you are writing about a single event or
a portion of that event. Your prose should be limited 250-300 words (Cheng,
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2008).

[

]

2 A TV program is planning a new series on ‘first-timer experience’, calling for
any personal experience on the first time you did something, such as the first time
you dated, kissed romantically, spoke formally in public, entered a new school,
worked for pay, rode a bike/motorcycle, danced, met a celebrity, or played a game.
You will need to present your experience within 250-300 words, which if accepted,
will be adapted into a mini-drama series (Cheng, 2008).

[

]

3 An accident (Husain & Wahid, 2008)

[

]

4 A ghost story (Husain & Wahid, 2008)

[

]

5 An interesting incident of your life (Husain & Wahid, 2008)

[

]

6 Frightening experience (Kang, 2005)

[

]

[

]

7 The most unforgettable experience in my life (Ho & Waugh, 2008)
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Appendix 8 Results of the Survey for Topic Selection

Topics for
Description

Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4

Raw Number
4
2
9
8

Topics for
Narration

Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
Topic 7

2
12
0
2
3
1
3
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%
17.4
8.7
39.1
34.8
8.7
52.2
0
8.7
13.0
4.3
13.0

Appendix 9 Connectors Examined in the Current Study

Adversative

Causal

Temporal

but

so

to begin with

however

or

first of all

still

therefore

at the same time

of course

hence

secondly

though

then

first

even though

as a result

second

yet

otherwise

finally

instead

ergo

thirdly

on the contrary

thus

firstly

anyway

accordingly

at first

in fact

first of all

on the one hand…on the

then

other hand

last
next
last but not the least
at last
third
in the first place
in the second place
first and foremost
to begin with
eventually
first off
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Appendix 10 A List of Mental Activities with Examples

Pre-activities

Pre-Chinese Activities: Chinese activities that occur before the writer writes
down an English connector

1.1 The writer states a Chinese connector.

a. 但是。
b.
But,

for my parents, but the money, my money, my money, my

a. pays,
b.
my pays not very much.
(M8, concurrent verbal report, narration)

1.2 The writer confirms the Chinese meaning of the connector.

a. In a right way, 就是，therefore, 因此，因此, therefore, there, there,
that is,

therefore, therefore

a. therefore 是“因此”吧？應該是，therefore.
means ‘therefore’?

嗯。

Should be,

um

b.

Therefore,
(L5, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

1.3 The writer tries to puzzle out an English connector by self-questioning.
a. 嗯，否則的話，or, 否則，“否則”咋說？
Um, otherwise,

otherwise, how to say ‘otherwise’ in English?

a. ‘否則’應該就是 ‘or’,
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‘Otherwise’ is supposed to be

b.

or you will be
(L2, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.4 The writer confirms the adoption of an English connector.

a. 介紹，introduce how to borrow books from the library, library.
Introduce,

a. 更好，更快地。
Better, faster.

就用 then 吧。
‘Then’ it is.

b.

Then I will introduce.
(M6, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.5 The writer confirms the Chinese meaning of the connector.

a. 當你， “當”吧，

when you

when you use

When you. Could be ‘when’.

b.

a.
b.

when you,

use,

computer, computer.
the computer
(M8, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.6 The writer states the function of the connector.

a. 然而，表轉折。
然而。
However
‘However’ is to contrast ideas.
b.
However,
(M6, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

1.7 The writer comments on the style of the connector.
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a. 儘管不利，嗯， though, 儘管，用 though 真俗，
Despite of disadvantages, um,

用吧。

though, though is such a lame word,

but I am just using it.

a.
t-h-o-u-g-h, though.
b. Though,
(L5, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

1.8 The writer comments on the overuse of the connector.

a. Then, 啊，又是 then, 我用了多少個 then，天哪，不管了。
‘Then’,

ah,

‘then’ again.

I used too many ‘then’.

My God. I would not care.

a.
b. Then mom and I went to school.
(H10, concurrent verbal report, narration)

1.9 The writer states a Chinese alternative.

a. 第三，t-h-i-r-d, thirdly, 不寫 thirdly,
Third,

寫一個 then 吧,

I will not use ‘thirdly’. I will use ‘then’,

b.

then.
(M6, concurrent verbal report, narration)

1.10 The writer comments on an English alternative.

a. At first, 開頭就寫 at first 不好，

first of all, 首先。

Not good to use ‘at first’ at the beginning,

b.

first

First of all,

a. I will introduce, first of all,
i-n-t-r-o-d-u-c-e
b.
I will introduce,
briefly,

a. b-r-i-e-f-l-y, briefly our, our,
l-i-b-r-a-r-y.
b.
our library,
(M5, concurrent verbal report, description)
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1.11 The writer states Chinese connector(s) falling in a sequence.

a. 首先是，其次是，然後是，first of, first, first of all.
First,

next,

then,

b.

First of all,

假期，

a.

holiday

b. we can’t go home except,

holiday.
(H5, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

1.12 The writer denies the first-retrieved Chinese connector.

a. 嗯，I, 首先，不，不是首先，接下來，接下來 …
Um,

first,

no,

it is not first, next,

next,

a. 就用 then 吧。
‘Then’ it is.

b.

Then I will introduce.
(M6, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.13 The writer generates a Chinese connector together with the clause it
leads.

a. 當我，當我學騎的時候。

began

When I, when I was learning riding a bike.

b.

when I began,

a. 當我學騎,

to learn,

when I began to learn

when I was learning riding

b.

to ride.
(M12, concurrent verbal report, narration)

1.14 The writer states the sequence of ideas.
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a. 它不僅僅對我來說是不安全的，這個是冒險，然後這是第一。
It is not only dangerous for me.

It is an adventure. This is the first point.

a. 第二，for a single girl, single. 嗯，女孩是不安全的，然後，
Second,

Um, it is not safe for a girl.

a. 第二個，嗯。

Then,

b-e-c-a-u-s-e, because.

the second point, um.

b.

Because,
(M9, concurrent verbal report, narration)

1.15 The writer tries to make the idea cohesive.

a. 一定要寫出層次，

那就 first, firstly.

嗯。

I must make the points clear. Then,

Um.

b.

Firstly,
(L7, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

Pre-English Activities: English activities that occur before the writer writes
down an English connector

1.16 The writer states an English connector.

a. And, um, when.
they get, um, they get, get
b.
When they get,
a mobile,

a. mobile
um, things will be, um, um, they can be,
b.
phone,
they can be

a.
informed, um, they can be well informed, um, what happens,
b. well informed,

a. what happens,
b.
what happens.
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(H3, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

1.17 The writer states an English connector with the clause it leads.

a. So be a nice, take bad results, book reader. So be a nice reader.
b.
So, be

b. a well-behaved reader.
(H1, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.18 The writer tries to generate the form of the connector.

a. At, at, um.
it,
borrow
b.
At first, I think
it is very easy to borrow,
books

b. from the library.
(H7, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.19 The writer states a wrong form of the connector.

最後，要記住歸還的日期。

a. In the last,

last,

b.

you have to remember the date you will return the book.

at last,
(H11, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.20 The writer states English alternative(s).

a. Last but not least. Finally.
finally,
b.
Finally,
you maybe borrow books,

a. you maybe borrow books, borrow book, books,
b.
and you can go to the,
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a. go to the reading, the rea,
to read it.
b.
reading room to read it,
(L1, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.21 The writer states an adverbial.

a. They think that, 應該是 because of 吧，because of, because of, 因為，
could be ‘because of’,

because

a. because,
because.
(M8, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

1.22 The writer states English connector(s) falling in a sequence.

第三，第三點。

a. Um, second, third, um.

third,

b.

the third point.

Third,
(L2, concurrent verbal report, description)

1.23 The writer states an English connector falling in different types.

a . Um, but, 然而，然而，therefore, hence.
but,

h-e-n-c-e, hence.

but,

b.

Hence,
(M10, concurrent verbal report, narration)

1.24 The writer ditches an English connector because of a change of the
sentence structure.
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a. Although. I will start over.
b.
As a teacher I have noticed within my classrooms

a. how mobile phones can be distracting for many students.
b.
However,

b. I don’t believe mobile phones should be banned on university campuses.
(N1, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

1.25 The writer sequences a list of reasons.

a. Now, uh, I am going through a list, OK. First reason.
b.
First of all, phones in

a.
in general
provide
communication between two
b. general,
provide,
a source

a. parties,
b.
communication between two parties.
(N2, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

Post-activities

Post-Chinese Activities: Chinese activities that occur after the writer writes
down an English connector

2.1 The writer states the Chinese meaning of the English connector which
has been written down.

然而，然而，

a. I will.

f-a-v-o-r-i-t-e, 我最喜歡的，

however, however,

b.

However,

my favorite,

my favorite,
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a. 喜歡的歌手

Vae. 是許嵩。

my favorite singer,

Is Xu Song.

b.

singer is Vae,
(M6, concurrent verbal report, narration)

2.2 The writer comments on the style of the connector.

a. 嗯，啊，啊，從以上可知。
Um, uh, uh,

簡單一點，so, I, ah,

from aforementioned,

I think

be simple,

b.

So,

I think, they,

a.
mobile, mobile phones
forbidden
b. mobile phones,
should not be forbidden,

in

a.
versiti, versities, university.
b. universities,
(H3, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

2.3 The writer confirms the adoption of an English connector.

a. 嗯，提到這個問題，有許多人都有不同的看法，refer to.
Um,

as for this issue,

people have different opinions,

b.

When,

a. 加個 when 吧，

當我們提到什麼什麼的問題時，

r-e-f-e-r

I would add a ‘when’ here, when we are referring to a certain issue,

b.

refer,

a.
the question, q-u-e-s,
q-u-e-s-t-i-o-n
b. to
the question,
that whether mobile

a.
should not
f-o-r, f-o-r-b-i-d-d-e-n
b. phones should or should not,
be forbidden,

a.

u-n-i-v-e-r-s-i-t-i-e-s, 好長啊。
Too long.

b. in universities,
(M11, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)
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2.4 The writer comments on the overuse of the connector.

所以，所以，

a.

as a result, 又是 as, as a result.

therefore, therefore,

‘as a result’ again.

b. As a result,
(M6, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

2.5 The writer tries to puzzle out an alternative.

然後，the first, 然後，然後，然後可以用什麼詞啊？

a.

then,

then,

then,

which word can stand for ‘then’?

b. Then,
(H5, concurrent verbal report, description)

2.6 The writer states Chinese connector(s) falling in a sequence.

a. Secondly, um, 怎麼，en, secondly, um, and, um.

第三，第三寫，

how,

third,

b.

the third point is,

Thirdly,

a. 第一第二第三，

嗯，第三。

firstly, secondly, thirdly, um, thirdly.

(H3, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

2.7 The writer confirms the Chinese meaning of the connector.

a. …is not just a place for studying, like high school, is not just a place like high

a. school, um, like high school, um, knowledges and,
b.

a. ability to live in the society, the ability to fit,
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knowledges and the ability,

b.

to fit the society are both,

a. 嗯，因為，

原因吧，as, are both

um, because

are both important

could be reasons,

b.

as,

important,

a.

對大學生而言，for

undergraduate, um, undergraduate,

for university students,

b. for,

undergraduate,

a. um, for undergraduate.
(H11, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)

2.8 The writer states the sequence of ideas.

a. 這是第一步， 第一步檢索，

第二步，

那麼接下來，

This is the first step. The first step is to search. The second step, then next,

b.

second,

a. s-e-c-o-n-d, 第一步檢索，

第二步就是去，去圖書館裡面查找，

the first step is to search; the second step is to, to go to the library to find it.

a. 按照你所檢索的號碼去查找，

按照你所檢索的號碼去查找。

You can look for it according to the call number. You can look for it according to the call number.

(M6, concurrent verbal report, description)

2.9 The writer confirms the form/spelling of the connector.

a.

這樣，好像是，就這樣，foremost,
it is,

could be,

b. First and foremost,

then it is,

you need a

b. student card.
(H10, concurrent verbal report, description)

Post-English Activities: English activities that occur after the writer writes
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down an English connector

2.10 The writer repeats the English connector.

a.
then, I,
I talk
some, I talk about something,
b. Then,
I talk,
about something,

a. something
lou, not loudly, to, to, to my whole class,
b.
not loudly
to my whole

b. class.
(L1, concurrent verbal report, narration)

2.11 The writer repeats part of the connector.

a.
same time,
you should
b. At the same time,
you should,
pay more attention and

a.
to ma,
the,
b. efforts
to find
the books you want because there are so many

b. books on the shelf.
(H6, concurrent verbal report, description)

2.12 The writer states an English alternative.

a.
first,
mobile phones,
b. Firstly,
I want to argue that
mobile phones should,

a. should
b.

forbidden.
not be forbidden,
(M10, concurrent verbal report, argumentation)
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2.13 The writer states an English connector falling in a sequence.

a.

然後，the first.
then,

b. Then,
(H5, concurrent verbal report, description)
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